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Anthropomorphism is a fictional tool that is used in documentaries to invoke empathy 
and communicate science in an entertaining and engaging way. However, the 
appropriateness of anthropomorphism is contested as it may fictionalise scientific 
content, create misleading messages and undermine the factual authority of 
documentaries.  This thesis presents the benefits and consequences of using 
anthropomorphism and explores whether anthropomorphism can alter people’s ability 
to distinguish fact and fiction. To test this empirically, participants (N= 265) were 
shown one of two films and then asked to answer a short online survey. The two films 
were the same duration (1.56 minutes), and used identical footage from A Million Dollar 
Nose (Hight, 2016; the creative component of this thesis). Although they both used the 
same narrator, one films’ narration was anthropomorphic (Film A) whilst the other was 
non-anthropomorphic (Film B). Half of the participants watched Film A and the other 
half watched Film B. All participants then completed a short survey containing multi-
choice and Likert scale questions that tested memory recall and their attitudes towards 
the film’s content. The results found that although both films were perceived as having 
the same level of accuracy, the anthropomorphised film was less strongly identified as a 
documentary (P=0.002). However, the anthropomorphised film also increased accurate 
information recall (P=0.035) without creating anthropomorphic attitudes towards the 
films content. This suggests that anthropomorphism is a useful tool for communicating 
science, engaging audiences and increasing content absorption without compromising 
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“It would be possible to describe everything scientifically, but it would make no sense; it 




The power of films to entertain people, change their perspectives, and raise awareness 
of issues has been a point of fascination for filmmakers, academics and affected 
audiences (Adcroft, 2011; Bernard, 2010; Bousé, 2000; Stoddard, 2009). For my thesis, I 
wanted to make a film about honeybees to enhance peoples understanding and 
connection to them as a valuable species on Earth. Concern over the implications of the 
global decline of bees has become a top discussion point on various media platforms 
such as The Independent, Time magazine and in academic literature (Bolton, 2016; 
Gallai, Salles, Settele, & Vaissière, 2009, McMenamin & Genersch 2015; Worland, 2017). 
However, the plight of the honeybee and the multiple threats facing them as a species 
was too huge of a story to tackle in a 25-minute documentary. 
 
By chance I came across an interesting story idea about a dog-named Georgie who could 
detect disease in beehives. Not only was this an intriguing segue into the world of 
honeybees, but I thought Georgie would be a more effective main character than a bee, 
because dogs are more familiar and easier to relate to. This instinctual decision made 
me wonder why a dog would be a better main character than the bees and whether an 
animal should be a main character at all in a documentary. Would the science be 
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conveyed more or less effectively, or would the story be interpreted as fictional if it was 
told from a dog’s perspective instead of a more "reliable” human character?  
One method of communication commonly used to tell stories in films and 
documentaries is anthropomorphism (Adcroft, 2010; Schneider, 2012). The film March 
of the Penguins (Jacquet, 2005), was a huge commercial success and effectively used 
anthropomorphism to engage viewers in both animal behaviour and climate change 
science. Although the use of anthropomorphism was successful at engaging the public, it 
was criticised for not portraying penguins truthfully or accurately (Adcroft, 2010). The 
films use of anthropomorphism transformed the survival story of a mated penguin pair 
into a love story - potentially misleading audiences to believe false motivations and 
behaviours of this species. This anthropomorphised material led people to accuse the 
film of sacrificing science for story (Adcroft, 2010; Wexler, 2008). As a science 
communicator, I wanted to make a film that was entertaining, engaging and educational 
without sacrificing its scientific credibility.  
 
Anthropomorphism is a communication technique used in a multitude of mediums, 
including documentaries, to make non-human characters, such as animals, more 
familiar and relatable (Pollo, Graziano & Giacoma, 2009). By turning animals and non-
human objects into more relatable characters, anthropomorphism can translate foreign 
subject matter into a form that the wider public can understand (Pollo et al., 2009). 
Furthermore, assigning animals with human personalities, emotions and motives, can 
transform animals into conservation representatives, religious symbols and 
stereotypical story characters that can be beneficial for both humans and animals alike 
(Adcroft, 2010; Anderson & Henderson, 2005; Fudge, 2007; Tam, Lee & Chao, 2013). 
When animals are humanised for communication purposes, people find it easier to 
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connect to these animals and their environment. This increased engagement may 
increase their support for conservation efforts, which subsequently benefits the 
wellbeing of any species in discussion (Fudge, 2007; Porter, 2006; Tam, Lee & Chao, 
2013).  
 
Documentaries are seen as more factually credible than fictional films (LaMarre & 
Landreville, 2009). However, a study by Pouliot and Cowen (2007) found that people 
absorbed more information from fictional films compared to documentaries. This may 
be because audiences process fictional films differently from documentaries due to 
different content expectations (LaMarre & Landreville, 2009; Pouliot & Cowen, 2007). 
When people watch a fictional film, they expect to be entertained, and are not very 
critical of the information presented to them. However, when audiences watch a 
documentary, they expect a certain level of truth and reality. As a result, they are more 
critical and analytical of the films content.  These findings suggest that if an audience 
member sees a film as fictional, they may be less critical of the information they are 
receiving (LaMarre & Landreville, 2009, Pouliot & Cowen, 2007). This could potentially 
create problems for documentaries that use fictional storytelling, tools such as 
anthropomorphism, to increase people’s engagement in non-fiction material. By 
blurring the lines between fact and fiction, there is a danger of causing audiences to 
misinterpret information and create negative expectations of the world around them.  
 
Anthropomorphism can create problems in regard to conservation efforts. For example, 
in 2011, the Toronto Zoo came under social fire when they decided to separate a pair of 
endangered "gay penguins" to pair them up with breeding females (“Toronto zoo 
defends decision”, 2011). The public felt that the zoo was acting in a "homophobic" way 
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and subsequently the zoo received hundreds of complaints, including one from a group 
called the "Canadian Society for Gay Animals". The zoo defended its actions and 
successfully initiated two breeding penguin pairs (Schneider, 2012). This controversy 
revealed how people impose human social expectations on the animal kingdom, which 
could lead to misunderstandings of the natural world. This incident also highlighted a 
lack of public understanding, in this case, that animals such as penguins do not have the 
same needs as humans and that without breeding pairs, penguin populations could be 
endangered. This misunderstanding may be the result of the media being flooded with 
highly sentimental and anthropomorphised material (Schneider, 2012). This behaviour 
also suggested that anthropomorphism and fictionalised animal characters might cause 
audiences to create unrealistic expectations of animals, which can be harmful for those 
animals in the long run (Adcroft, 2010; Schneider, 2012).  
 
As filmmakers and as science communicators, we have a responsibility to communicate 
science that is represented truthfully and accurately. Although anthropomorphism is a 
useful technique for engaging audiences, I was concerned that anthropomorphised 
narration would alter the audience’s interpretations of my film’s content. I wanted to 
make an engaging film, but I also wanted to communicate information that was truthful 
and would be interpreted accurately by the audience. 
 
Therefore, this thesis explores both how and why anthropomorphism is used in 
documentaries and the advantages and limitations of its use in the communication of 
science. It also investigates whether or not anthropomorphism alters how people 
absorb and interpret film content. 
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The first chapter attempts to define what a documentary is and explores how fact and 
fiction have become blurred in a seemingly factual, communication medium. An analysis 
of the literature also provides an explanation for how people judge new information as 
fact or as fiction.  
 
The second chapter provides a definition for what anthropomorphism is and reviews 
the literature regarding how and why anthropomorphism is used in film and 
documentaries. This chapter also explores the advantages and disadvantages of using 
anthropomorphism as a science communication tool.  
 
The third chapter outlines the methodology used to test whether people’s memory 
recall and attitudes towards information is affected by anthropomorphism. The results 
provide tables and explanations of any findings. Any findings are analysed and 
explained further in the context of past literature in the discussion. The discussion 
reflects on implications of the study along with limitations of the study’s methodology 
and suggestions for future research. 
 
The fourth chapter provides a conclusion that ties together the outcomes from the 
literature review, the experiment, and my film to address the main question of this 









CHAPTER 1: DOCUMENTARIES BLURRING THE LINES OF FACT AND FICTION 
 
 
This chapter explores whether or not fiction should be used in documentaries. To 
investigate this, the chapter first looks at a brief history of documentary as a genre and  
attempts to define what makes a documentary. It then discusses how documentary has 
changed as a genre and how documentary films have evolved to use fictional tools to tell 
true, factual stories. Lastly, it explores why it is important to maintain truth in a 
documentary and the implications of blurring the lines between fact and fiction on 
audiences and how this affects their understanding of science.   
 
1.1 The rise of the documentaries 
The first cinematic moving pictures were nonfiction and were called "actualités" 
(Barsam, 1992). These films were short, 30-second clips, composed and filmed in a 
single frame. They also had no sound, colour or narrative and were pure recordings of 
everyday life. The first one projected and screened to a small audience was La sortie des 
ouvriers de l’usine Lumière (Workers leaving the Lumière factory) by the Lumière 
brothers (1895). Later that same year they showed L’arrivée d’un train à La Ciotat (The 
Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat) (1896) to the Parisian public, which was so novel and 
realistic that many of the viewers ran to the back of the room in fear as the train hurtled 
towards the camera (Barsam, 1992). These shorts films were a new way of representing 
the world and started a popular phenomenon of moving cinema (Barsam, 1992). Within 
a few years, nonfiction films grew longer in duration and began to explore a wider range 
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of topics such as expeditions, travel and education. By 1912, the novelty of these short 
nonfiction films began to fade which gave way to fictional films, which featured no true 
representation of reality and offered a more interesting, entertaining experience 
(Barsam, 1992; Nichols, 2001).  
 
The beginnings of World War 1 in 1914 marked the beginning of a new documentary 
technique: fakery. Re-enactments of wounded soldiers, dead Germans and smiling 
soldiers were set up to create films that raised morale within allied and imperial 
countries (Barsam, 1992). These films were also used for propaganda and information 
purposes, which was strongly encouraged by John Grierson, the “architect of the British 
documentary movement of the 1930's" (Izod, Kilborn, & Hibberd, 2000, p. 221). Grierson, 
a writer and film producer, believed that documentaries were tools that should be used 
for the educational service of humanity (Grierson & Hardy, 1966; Izod et al., 2000) He 
said, “documentary film was created to fill a need and it has prospered because that need 
was real and wide” (Grierson & Hardy, 1966, p. 11). Although Grierson was hugely 
influential in developing documentary as an international film genre, the documentary 
genre has moved beyond propaganda purposes and has changed a lot over the decades 
(Izod et al., 2000; Rosenthal & Corner, 2005). 
 
1.2 Documentary modes 
Nichols (2001) wrote extensively about documentary theory, and outlined six modes or 
sub-genres of documentary. Each of these different modes arose as a response to 
previous modes, technology developments and changes in society (Nichols, 2001). The 
first mode is Poetic documentary, which appeared in the 1920’s. Poetic documentaries 
arrange footage in a non-linear order and use a variety of rhythmic, tonal and stressed 
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mood elements to represent the world. Many poetic films often do not have any 
commentary, such as Ron Fricke’s Samsara (2011). The second mode is Expository 
documentary, which also arose in the 1920’s and is now the most familiar and 
commonly used documentary style. However, unlike poetic documentary, a “voice of 
God” commentary is used to build persuasive arguments and add credibility to the 
information shown on film. The “voice of God” commentary uses an omniscient, 
authoritative voice that is layered over top of the images and speaks directly to the 
audience. It is still commonly used in documentaries such as David Attenborough’s 
Planet Earth Series (Fothergill, 2006). The development of more portable camera 
technology in the 1960’s brought about the third mode of documentary:  observational 
documentary (Nichols, 2001). Instead of using commentary or re-enactments, 
filmmakers capture images as they naturally appeared on camera - free of interruption. 
Participatory documentary, the fourth mode arose in the 1960’s, and was the opposite 
of observational documentaries. The film subjects are invited to participate with the 
filmmaker, normally through interviews, and the filmmaker often becomes a “social 
actor”, interacting and journeying alongside the film characters. The fifth mode, 
Reflexive documentary, developed in the 1980’s and is characterised by experimental 
films that question and unveil the documentary form. In this mode, filmmakers engage 
with the audience more than with their film subjects. Films such as Surname Viet Given 
Name Nam (1989) by Trin T. Minh-ha in, raise questions about documentary realism, by 
using actors to portray interviewees describing their life in Vietnam (Nichols, 2001). 
This causes the audience to question whether documentaries depict the truth or not. 
The final documentary mode outlined by Nichols (2001) is the performative 
documentary, which also appeared in the 1980’s and rejects the idea that 
documentaries are objective. It is similar to the participatory documentary but is 
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distinct due to how the filmmakers personalise stories with their individual opinion and 
style (Nichols, 2001). 
 
These six modes are still used today, some more exclusively than others.  For example, 
expository remains a staple way of communicating the evening news and most of David 
Attenborough’s documentaries use the expository mode (Nichols, 2001). However, each 
of these modes is flawed in their own way. Expository documentaries only use one 
voice, which may not be fully representative of reality whilst Hollywood fiction utilise 
imaginary realities. Participatory documentaries feature a range of voices and film 
footage related to the filmmaker’s interactions and experiences while filming, which 
makes the film a subjective representation of reality. Performative documentaries 
feature excessive style and lack objectivity. Lastly, observational documentaries lack 
context and both reflexive and poetic documentaries are too abstract making all three 
modes relatively weak interpretations of reality (Nichols, 2001). 
 
Although Nichols (2001) has done extensive study into defining documentaries and 
categorising them, he acknowledges that documentaries and documentary film 
practices are constantly changing and evolving. 
 
1.3 Defining documentary 
Many academics, writers and filmmakers have explored what distinguishes 
documentaries from other films. Warren (1996) described documentary as a medium 
for discovery, understanding and expression. Grierson, who helped drive the 
documentary movement in the early to mid-twentieth century, defined documentary as 
the "creative treatment of actuality" (Grierson & Hardy, 1966, p. 11). Nichols (2001) 
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stated that “Each film is a documentary” (p. 1) because even fictional films provide 
evidence and insight into society and the people in them. Whilst Renov (1993) claimed 
that documentaries contain no more truth than any other films because they often 
inhabit the realms of fictional film through the use of narrative, character performance 
and fictive camera techniques.  
 
Some academics have suggested that documentaries are fictional films that make an 
effort to embody characters and events from the real world (Nichols, 2001; Renov, 
1993). Bernard (2011) also said that although both documentaries and fictional films 
use fictional story techniques, documentary stories depend on creative arrangement - 
not invention of reality. Nichols (2001) agreed that documentaries are representations, 
not reproductions of the reality we live in. He suggested that a documentary could be 
defined by how it was produced. For example, in fictional films, filmmakers have control 
over the script, shooting, lighting, characters and the locations. In documentaries, you 
may have some level of control over these things, but you do not normally have control 
over the characters behaviour (Nichols, 1991, 2001). Grierson & Hardy (1966) 
supported this notion when he said that documentaries, unlike most fictional films, use 
natural “on the spot” footage.  
 
Others have argued that a documentary is only a documentary if it is considered one by 
the audience (Eitzen, 1995; Rosenthal & Corner, 2005). Eitzen (1995) argued that 
documentaries revolve around the question of trust and suggested that people use 
certain visual and auditory cues that they have seen before from the real world or in 
previous documentaries (opening sequence notes, picture composition and framing), to 
identify a film as being a documentary.  However, this definition is flawed when we 
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consider the film No Lies (1973), a fake documentary by Mitchell Block (Eitzen, 1995). 
The film, as described by Eitzen (1995), was made to look like a vérité documentary by 
deliberately using imperfect techniques such as hand-held photography, uneven 
lighting and the use of diegetic sound. The film was about a filmmaker, who is talking to 
his friend in her apartment. She revealed to the filmmaker that she was raped the 
previous evening at which point, the filmmaker pressed her for more details until she 
broke down. When the audience was first shown the film - with no indication that it is 
fictional or not - they reported feeling sorry for the woman and angry with the on-
screen filmmaker. When they were told that the film was actually fictional, the 
audience’s reaction shifted, and they displayed anger towards the off-screen filmmakers 
who wrote the film and deceived them. Eitzen (1995) explained that films that work like 
a documentary and films that are a documentary are two different things. So, although a 
film may look and feel like a documentary, it does not mean that it is one (Eitzen, 1995). 
 
1.4 Definition as used in this thesis 
The wide array of documentary styles, topics and film practices, makes it difficult to 
define what a documentary is (Nichols, 2001). Documentaries are like vehicles; there 
are many different modes of transport but they ultimately all serve the same purpose. 
Therefore Nichols (2001) suggested that documentaries cannot be contained within the 
limits of a definition but that it is a relational and comparative concept (i.e. a 
documentary is clearer when we are comparing it to a comparable fictional film). 
Although he suggests a definition is not plausible, Nichols (2001) also stated that 
“documentary is not a reproduction of reality; it is a representation of the world we 
already occupy” (Nichols, 2001, p.20). This statement encapsulates the complexities 
contained within documentaries and provides a foundation for what this thesis will 
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consider as a “documentary”. Furthermore, this thesis recognises that fictional films can 
also offer representations of reality but they fictionalised reality and do not claim to be 
real (Winston, 1995). Taking into account the various definitions used in the literature, 
this thesis considers documentaries as films that may use fictional elements to 
represent reality whilst claiming the authority of being true and factual (Nichols, 2001; 
Winston, 1995). 
 
1.5 Fact in fictional films 
Fictional filmmakers use science to add a touch of “realism” and authenticity to their 
films, particularly in science fiction films (Barnett et al., 2006). For example, in Jurassic 
Park (Spielberg, 1993), a lot of energy went into creating a realistic laboratory scene 
with authentic scientific equipment (Barnett et al., 2006; Kirby, 2003). However, the 
laboratory equipment was selected based on aesthetic qualities rather than what would 
realistically represent a lab in real life. This demonstrates how filmmakers often take 
creative liberty when dealing with science and scientific facts. This is problematic 
because choices made by filmmakers can affect the public's understanding of science 
and make it difficult for audiences to separate fact from fiction (Kirby, 2003).   
 
Fictional films can confuse people’s perceptions of reality (Barnett et al., 2006). Pouliot 
and Cowen (2007) found that a single screening of a fictional film could modify a 
student’s perceptions of science. In their study, they observed students in five 
classrooms while they were taught Earth Science. After eight weeks, three of the classes 
watched The Core (Amiel, 2003) - a science fiction disaster film - whilst the other two 
classes finished a practical Earth Science project. The Core (Amiel, 2003), contained 
fictionalised science grounded in real scientific facts to establish scientific legitimacy. 
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The main character provided “scientific authority” as he was a university professor and 
had some knowledge of true scientific facts (Barnett et al., 2006). After extensive 
interviews, it was found that students who had watched The Core (Amiel, 2003) were 
more likely to develop misconceptions about certain geological processes and used the 
film to justify their answers (Barnett et al., 2006).  This study revealed that mixing fact 
with fiction could be hazardous to the public's understanding of science.  
 
1.6 The use of fictional tools in documentaries 
1.6.1 Storytelling in documentaries 
Stories have been told since the beginning of time to pass on cultural knowledge and to 
explain natural phenomena (Bousé, 2000; Haven, 2007; Young & Monroe, 1996).  From 
a young age, children experience the world through stories. This makes them 
predisposed to respond to and enjoy stories as adults (Haven, 2007). There is a 
misconception, within the documentary genre, that all stories are made up i.e. fictional 
and therefore inappropriate for the communication of factual information (Haven, 
2007).   Yet storytelling allows more effective communication, which can increase the 
impact of a documentary as a mode of communication (Haven, 2007). Haven (2007) 
outlined many benefits of story including improved reading comprehension, elevated 
audience engagement and increased memory recall. A paper by Young and Monroe 
(1996) claimed that stories could be just as effective at educating people as hands on 
experience. The paper also argued that how information is presented is just as 
important, if not more important, than what information is being presented. 
 
In documentaries, stories come from the careful arrangement of factual information by 
using fictional storytelling tools such as story arcs (Bernard, 2011). Stories not only add 
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structure to the film but they also deepen the viewing experience and increase audience 
engagement (Bernard, 2011; Haven, 2007). Additionally, stories give factual 
information context and make it more meaningful, allowing audiences to develop a 
stronger connection to information presented to them (Haven, 2007). Furthermore, 
stories are much more effective at engaging the public as they are more familiar and 
make it easier for them to remember factual information (Haven, 2007; Young & 
Monroe, 1996). Using straight facts and un-filtered scientific evidence can actually 
discourage the average citizen from caring and do little to increase their knowledge of a 
topic (Haven, 2007). Therefore, stories are useful in documentaries to add structure, 
enhance audience engagement and increase information recall (Bernard, 2011; Haven, 
2007; Young & Monroe, 1996).  
 
1.6.2 Formula driven storylines 
Budget cuts, commercial demands and audience expectations have changed the 
landscape of documentary filmmaking (Hogarth, 2010; Rosenthal & Corner, 2005). 
Although documentaries were historically used for education purposes, they have 
recently evolved into a form of entertainment that lean more heavily on narratives than 
actual facts (Hogarth, 2010). For example, nature films, particularly those aimed at an 
American audience, have adopted a “feed, fuck and kill formula” (Hogarth, 2010, p. 11). 
Footage is selected for its intimate and exciting appeal, rather than for potential 
educational value (Hogarth, 2010). This type of formula misleads audiences into 
thinking that the natural world is brutal and savage and that “only the strong” survive 
(Bousé, 2000). However, the success of a mating male does not always come down to 
being “the strongest”. Luck and social intelligence can be equally or more important 
depending on the species. Furthermore, many animals, such as elephants, manatees and 
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gorillas, do not kill to survive. Those that do kill other animals, actually rely on 
flourishing prey populations. So, although narratives are useful in creating structured 
films, they can create misleading stories if not used carefully (Bousé, 2000). 
 
1.6.3 Fictional camera techniques 
Camera footage acts as visual evidence, which strengthens the truth claims of 
documentaries (Winston, 1995). Although fictional films use techniques typical of 
documentaries to achieve authenticity (i.e. natural sound, uneven lighting), people have 
certain expectations for documentaries (Eitzen, 1995). These expectations cause 
problems when fictional elements, such as re-enactments and “fictional” film styles are 
passed off as fact (Rosenthal & Corner, 2005; Ward, 2005).  People also expect 
documentaries to have a certain “look” such as uneven lighting, slightly awkward 
camera work and natural sound (Eitzen, 1995). However, due to technology 
developments and increased expectations from audiences, cameras can be used to 
capture more action and intimate close-ups which is changing how documentaries look 
and are made (Hogarth, 2010). Heavy use of computer-generated images (CGI), for 
example, has become increasingly more common in documentaries, which if further 
blurring the lines of reality. Although CGI can look incredibly realistic, if overused, it 
could remove audiences further from reality and call the authority and authenticity of 
documentaries into question (Hogarth, 2010). 
 
1.7 Why is it important to maintain factual truth in documentaries? 
1.7.1 People accept documentaries as truth  
The term “documentary” refers to having documented evidence to support an argument 
(Renov, 1993). Although documentaries are not documents, people trust them to be 
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authoritative and authentic (Nichols, 2001). Since documentaries claim truth and 
reality, it is important that filmmakers take responsibility for the information they 
present in their film (Winston, 1995). If the audience begins to question the reliability of 
a documentary due to overuse of fictional elements, it could cause them to question the 
authenticity of the documentary genre (Rosenthal & Corner, 2005). This in turn, could 
damage the credibility of all documentaries and the associated filmmakers (Rosenthal & 
Corner, 2005). As science communicators, it is important we do not let facts be 
sacrificed for fiction (Haven, 2007). 
 
1.7.2 Documentary expectations 
Storytelling is featured in both documentaries and fictional films but they are met with 
different expectations from the audience (LaMarre & Landreville, 2009; Nichols, 1991; 
Pouliot & Cowen, 2007). Documentaries invite viewers to be critical of the information 
they present whilst fictional films invoke suspension and disbelief (Rosenthal & Corner, 
2005).  A study by LaMarre and Landreville (2009) found that both fictional and factual 
versions of films increased engagement and concern for the issues presented, but 
factual films were found to increase knowledge consumption.  This difference in 
information absorption may be because audiences expect documentaries to be factual 
so are more receptive to learning information. When they watch a fictional film, they 
expect to be entertained but not learn anything new so they do not engage as intently 






1.8 How do people decide what is fact and what is fiction in films? 
1.8.1 Processing factual and fictional information 
Documentaries are more factually credible than fictional films (LaMarre & Landreville, 
2009; Pouliot & Cowen, 2007).  In contrast to LaMarre and Landreville’s (2009) 
findings, Pouliot & Cowen, (2007) found that memory recall was higher in people who 
watched fictional films. Not only are fictional and factual films met with different 
expectations, they are also processed differently in the brain (Nichols, 1991; Pouliot & 
Cowen, 2007). Documentaries activate more logical and rational cognitive processing 
than fictional films (Nichols, 1991). When a person identifies a film as being fictional, 
they know the information is made up and accept it as a form of fun entertainment. 
However, when they identify a film as a documentary, they compare and test the 
information against reality, which activates a more analytical part of their brain 
(Nichols, 1991; Pouliot & Cowen, 2007). Pouliot & Cowen, (2007) found that these 
processing differences led fictional film viewers to become more emotionally invested 
and absorbed more information than documentary film viewers who were more critical 
and absorbed less information. 
 
Engagement with a story may be an important mitigating factor. When people are 
engaged in a story, they become less critical of information and find fewer errors than 
those who are less engaged in a story (LaMarre & Landreville, 2009). Although this may 
explain why information absorption is higher for fictional film viewers, this also 
suggests that the use of story in documentaries could prevent people from identifying 
fictional information (LaMarre & Landreville, 2009). On the upside, the use of story in 
documentaries may increase information recall and engagement of viewers, which 
could make documentaries an effective educational and communication tool.  
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1.8.2 Trust and information sources 
Documentaries are perceived as more factual than fictional films (Allum, Sturgis, 
Tabourazi, & Brunton-Smith, 2008). However, people may accept false information as 
true fact (Hovland & Weiss, 1951). Hovland and Weiss (1951) found that people initially 
discard information from sources perceived as untrustworthy. Over time, the source 
may become forgotten and the previously discounted information may be accepted as 
truth. This suggests that even if audience members recognise information in a fictional 
film or inaccurate documentary as false, given enough time, they may accept the 
information as truth (Hovland & Weiss, 1951).  
 
Information sources influence an audience’s trust or mistrust of information (Critchley, 
2008; Nichols, 2001). Audiences, or the general public, may not have the necessary 
background to judge whether certain information is accurate or not. Instead, they judge 
whether the information source is trustworthy or not (Critchley, 2008). In the context of 
TV channels such as PBS or National Geographic, any material shown on these channels 
will be interpreted as documentaries that contain truthful material because that is what 
the channel is known for providing (Nichols, 2001).  
 
Visual material in a film is used to judge whether a film is truthful or fictional (Eitzen, 
1995). The film The Day After Tomorrow (Emmerich, 2004) was a Hollywood film that 
used CGI (computer generated imagery) and some scientific facts to tell an apocalyptic 
story about the effects of Climate change (Lowe et al., 2006).  After asking moviegoers to 
complete surveys before and after watching the film, Lowe et al. (2006) found that 
participants doubted the likelihood of the catastrophic events depicted in the film due 
to the over-dramatic CGI and film imagery presented in the film. Participants from focus 
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groups revealed that the information in the film might have been accepted as being 
accurate if someone with more factual authority, such as the BBC, had made the film. 
These finding suggest that people's perceptions of what is realistic and a film’s 
information source are important for determining whether information in a film is fact 
or fiction (Lowe et al., 2006). 
 
1.9 The role of narrators 
Narration is an important tool, which informs, persuades and directs the audience's 
attention and can shape the story arc of a film. It first appeared in The March of Time 
(1935) and featured an authoritative and slightly aggressive voice (Wolfe, 1997). 
However, like any new technique, voice-over narration was met with resistance from 
critics. Today, narration tends to be less aggressive and is used to add authority and 
guide the viewer through a film while pulling together various elements of the film such 
as interviews (Ericksen, 2012; Wolfe, 1997).  
 
There are two main narration types: on-screen and off-screen. On-screen narrators or 
hosts, like David Attenborough, not only act as an identifiable character, but they also 
add warmth and personality that is less achievable with off-screen narrators 
(Henriquez Arango, 2011; Morris, 2012). On-screen narrators may also include on-
screen characters or “talking heads” who offer their opinions and perspectives that 
build the films story or argument (Nichols, 2001). Alternatively, off-screen narrators 
add remoteness and objectiveness to the narrator's narrative and may act as an 
authoritative “voice of God” (Chapman, 2007). These off-screen narrators are also more 
direct and often guide the overall angle or perspective of the film (Nichols, 2001). When 
making a film, the choice of narrator and narration style is an important decision 
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because it helps shape a film's story as well as the overall “voice” and angle of a film. 
 
The style of narration can completely alter a film's story (Henriquez Arango, 2011). For 
example, the film March of the Penguins (Jacquet, 2005) was narrated in two different 
languages (French and English) and used two different narration styles (Henriquez 
Arango, 2011). In the French version, the film used poetic language to weave a romantic 
story about love and survival against the odds. The animals were also turned into 
talking characters with the use of dialogue and voice actors. For example, when the 
penguin chick was born, he exclaimed “My first steps! I’m going to walk out for the first 
time… ooh the ice is cold, it tingles”.  Although the first-person perspective offered more 
intimacy between the story and the audience, it also turned the animals into highly 
anthropomorphised characters.  
 
In an attempt to "tone down" the anthropomorphic material, Jordan Roberts, who was 
tasked with translating the English version, decided to re-write the narration in third 
person and used an off-screen narrator instead (McNamara, 2005). The use of an off-
screen narrator provides a more objective and observational experience and can be 
seen as more authoritative, especially if the narrator is considered trustworthy 
(Chapman, 2007; Otway, 2015). Roberts also tried to strip back the poetic language that 
was used in the French version and inserted more factual content which is what most 
documentary audiences have come to expect (McNamara, 2005). For example, the 
French version opened with: "Once upon a time, there was a garden... a fertile soil where 
life thrived. That was a long time ago, before the arrival of winter" (Jacquet, 2005). 
Although the opening insinuated some version of the truth (that Antarctica was not 
always icy), the opening line "Once upon a time" undermined any facts, as this sentence 
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refers to the start of a fictional fairy tale. In contrast, the English version opened 
poetically, but more objectively, referring to the isolation and harshness of Antarctica: 
"There are few places harder to get to in this world. But there aren't any, where it's harder 
to live". The narrator then proceeded to provide facts about how Antarctica used to be 
tropical before the "continent started to drift south" and is now an average "58 degrees 
below" (Jacquet, 2005). By using more factual and observational language, the English 
version rooted itself in more authenticity as a documentary than the French version, 
which contained more poetic and fictional language. So, although the same information 
was conveyed in the two versions, different stories were told using different language 
styles, changing the viewing experience and possibly the audience's interpretation of 
the information (Henriquez Arango, 2011). 
 
1.10 The role of documentaries in science communication 
1.10.1 Documentaries as a tool for education 
People gain much of their knowledge about the world and animals through visual 
media, which makes films an important and powerful tool for education (Bousé, 2000; 
Choate, 2012; Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1981; Stoddard, 2009).  Due to the 
rise of a media centred world, it is important to understand how people’s perceptions 
are affected by documentary and to use this knowledge to increase the impact of 
documentaries as a communication tool (Choate, 2012). 
 
1.10.2 Documentaries alter people’s perceptions of the world 
The link between knowledge and attitudes has been contested in the field of science 
communication (Allum et al., 2008). A study by Shanahan, Morgan & Stenbjerre (1997) 
found that heavy television watchers were less willing to financially support 
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environmental issues. Heavy television watchers were also less knowledgeable about 
environmental issues; less concerned about the impacts of pollution and believed that 
science and technology were bad for the environment. These findings may be a 
reflection of how environmental issues and scientific efforts are represented by the 
media and in documentaries (Shanahan et al., 1997). However, the study did not take 
into account what kind of TV shows were being viewed which may influence people’s 
knowledge of environmental issues. For example, people who watch a lot of 
environmental documentaries would probably have a different set of knowledge 
compared to people who watch a lot of soap opera TV shows. Furthermore, people who 
watch more television may be less inclined in the first place to care about 
environmental issues. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish whether television 
consumption or some other factor, such as formal education or occupation, is altering 
people's perception of science and environmental issues. 
 
Mainstream television often depicts science and scientists within dramatic and violent 
themes, which can lead to feelings of suspicion and mistrust (Gerbner et al., 1981). 
Many films also use unrealistic imagery deemed unlikely by audiences such as the 
catastrophic imagery in The Day After Tomorrow (Emmerich, 2004; Lowe et al., 2006). 
Mainstream news deepens the problem by focussing on the consequences of problems, 
such as climate change, without sufficiently educating or informing audiences about the 
scientific evidence supporting the problem (Shanahan et al., 1997). A dramatic and 
sensationalised depiction of environmental problems often increases public anxiety and 
does little to motivate them to mitigate the issues (Lowe et al., 2006; Shanahan et al., 
1997).   
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Although many researchers have found evidence to suggest negative impacts from 
watching visual media, others have found the opposite effect. Some researchers have 
found that people with more knowledge of the natural world actually have more pro-
environmental attitudes (O’Bryhim & Parsons, 2015). Barbas, Paraskevopoulos and 
Stamou (2009) found that nature documentaries positively affected children’s attitudes 
towards insects and the environment whilst O’Bryhim and Parsons (2015) found a 
positive correlation between shark knowledge and support for shark conservation. 
Furthermore, although the film was deemed unrealistic, Lowe et al. (2006) found that 
moviegoers’ concern for climate change was elevated after attending the film The Day 
After Tomorrow (Emmerich, 2004). This research suggests that it is important to 
continue making documentaries that influence people’s perceptions in a positive way. If 
the public has a strong positive attitude towards an environmental or conservation 
issue, it can lead to policy changes that benefit the environment and conservation 
efforts (O’Bryhim & Parsons, 2015). 
 
1.11 Conclusion 
This chapter found that documentaries have evolved a lot since the first film by the 
Lumière brothers was released. Today, the use of fictional tools such as story arcs and 
to tell stories have become commonplace and films are recognised by academics as 
versions of reality based on decisions and interpretations made by the filmmakers 
(Bernard, 2011; Henriquez Arango, 2011). Although the use of fictional tools in 
documentaries has been criticised for blurring the lines of fact and fiction, they help 
create more engaging stories about the real world (Allum et al., 2008; Ward, 2005). This 
suggests that the use of fictional tools, such as anthropomorphism, could be helpful for 
boosting the success of documentaries and preserving the future of documentary 
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filmmakers. However, as seen in the documentary March of the Penguins (Jacquet, 
2005), fictional storytelling tools such as anthropomorphism, may be harmful, 
especially if it is used to replace scientific explanations for animal ecology and 
behaviour (Bousé, 2000). 
 
Chapter 2 will look further into the use of anthropomorphism as a fictional tool in 













CHAPTER 2: THE EFFECT OF ANTHROPOMORPHISM ON WHAT IS PERCEIVED 
AS FACT AND FICTION IN DOCUMENTARIES 
 
 
"In the end, we will conserve only what we love; we will love only what we understand; 
and we will understand only what we are taught."  
Baba Dioum 
 
Anthropomorphism can be an effective tool for communicating science, especially 
through the medium of film (Adcroft, 2011; Pollo et al., 2009). This chapter reviews the 
literature on how anthropomorphism is used to communicate science and examines 
whether or not anthropomorphism should be used to communicate science in natural 
history documentaries. To answer this, Chapter 2 also explores the conflicting opinions 
over its use, particularly in films as an educational and conservation tool.   
 
2.1 Defining Anthropomorphism 
2.1.1 Definitions in literature 
A broad definition for anthropomorphism that embodies those provided in the 
literature is: ascribing human attributes such as personalities and behaviour to non-
human objects such as animals or natural phenomena (Adcroft, 2011; Airenti, 2015; 
Chan, 2012; Davies, 2010). In terms of science communication, anthropomorphism 
humanises animals through relatable language such as metaphors and analogies to help 
translate scientific information to the wider public (Pollo et al., 2009; Root-Bernstein, 
Douglas, Smith, & Verissimo, 2013).  
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2.1.2 The innate tendency to anthropomorphise 
Anthropomorphic interpretations of animal behaviour may be an innate human 
response (Epley, Waytz, Akalis, & Cacioppo, 2008; Sealey & Oakley, 2014). Basic 
behaviour such as movement has been found to trigger anthropomorphic 
interpretations (Epley et al., 2008). Children as young as five have been found to use 
movement to determine if something is alive, and in experiments featuring robots 
moving at different speeds, adults attributed a higher mental state to the robots that 
moved at a similar pace to humans (Epley et al., 2008). Another study on robots found 
that people developed more empathy with anthropomorphized robots than non-
anthropomorphic robots (Riek, Rabinowitch, Chakrabarti, & Robinson, 2009). 
Furthermore, Sealey and Oakley (2014) argued that since we experience life as a 
human, we can only interpret non-human objects, such as animals, from a human 
perspective so by default, we anthropomorphise them.  
 
Whilst Sealey and Oakley (2014) claimed that we anthropomorphise all animals, Epley 
et al., (2008) suggested that we use anthropomorphism to fill in the gaps when we have 
little or no knowledge of an object. Epley et al., (2008) also suggested that humans have 
an innate tendency to anthropomorphise non-human objects to make them more 
familiar because we are born with a deep need for affection. Our observations of other 
people allow us to imitate them and understand different people’s perceptions leading 
to the development of empathy. These observations and life experiences help us to 
connect with the world around us. However, when we lack knowledge of something and 
feel motivated to connect with something unfamiliar, we may use tools like 
anthropomorphism, to fill in the blanks. This means that anthropomorphic tendencies 
can vary depending on an individual’s motivations and level of understanding of a 
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particular object (Epley et al., 2008).  
 
A study found that children from rural areas were less likely to anthropomorphise 
animals than children from urban areas (Epley et al., 2008). This may be because 
children from rural areas may have had more exposure to the natural world so were 
able to use ecological and biological reasoning to explain animal behaviour. In contrast, 
children from urban areas are likely to have had less exposure to animals so make 
inferences about animals based on their interactions with humans in their urban 
environment. This means that children from urban environments are more prone to 
anthropomorphism than children from rural areas because of their different 
experiences with the natural environment (Epley et al., 2008). This suggests that 
anthropomorphism is both a communication tool and a way of understanding the world 
we live in. 
 
2.2 Historical use of anthropomorphism 
2.2.1 First documented appearance in human culture 
Humans have always had a fascination with wildlife. Early humans painted pictures of 
them on cave walls and the Greeks used animals to form moral guidelines (Adcroft, 
2010). Across history and throughout many cultures, animals have held special 
significance, representing human desires, gods and points of authority (Adcroft, 2011; 
Franklin, 1999; Manning & Serpell, 2002). For example, cattle have long been a symbol 
of agricultural power and a source of wealth whilst the lamb and the lion respectively 




2.2.2 First appearance in literature 
The earliest written accounts of man attempting to understand animal behaviour was 
Aesop’s fables, which have been dated between 620 and 564 BCE in Ancient Greece. 
These stories used animal characters to promote certain human morals and ideals 
(Bousé, 2000). In the 19th century, Darwin’s book, On the Origin of Species (1859) was 
published, popularising modern theories of evolution (Bousé, 2000). As Darwin’s ideas 
spread across the world, people became more interested in animals, and more receptive 
to new information about them. Darwinian ideas may have also catalysed the increase 
in books that explored animal behaviour from the point of view of animal characters. In 
a short time, animal stories became the norm, and anthropomorphism became a more 
common storytelling technique. This led critics to question whether 
anthropomorphised stories were an appropriate method of communication (Bousé, 
2000).  
 
2.2.3 First appearance in film 
Animals are not only anthropomorphised in literature; they are also 
anthropomorphised on film. Eadweard Muybridge was the first to create moving images 
with his own invention - the zoopraxiscope to play a moving photograph of a horse 
galloping (Adcroft, 2011). Since then, animals have been filmed and documented on 
camera and are the main subject of many films and documentaries. Just as they are in 
books, animals have been anthropomorphised in a range of ways on film, through 
constructed human narratives, emotive music selection and personification (Adcroft, 
2011).  Elliot (2001) even argued that simply pointing a camera at an animal 
anthropomorphises them because you are representing them on a human-based 
medium. Close-ups and point of view camera angles create a sense of intimacy between 
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the audience and the observed animal which further amplifies any anthropomorphism 
on film (Elliot, 2001). In terms of narrative, the film Auf Tigerjagd in Indien (1930) 
(Hunting Tigers in India) featured one of the earliest pieces of anthropomorphised 
narration by referring to mother elephants as “Frau mama” (Bousé, 2000).  However, 
the real turning point for anthropomorphic documentaries was the arrival of the film 
producing giant Disney, which anthropomorphised animals in both its fictional and non-
fiction films (Bousé, 2000). 
 
2.2.4 The Disney Phenomenon 
Disney films are well known for telling fictional animal stories with familiar dramatic 
human themes such as good versus evil (Bousé, 2000). Disney films are also well known 
for representing animals using anthropomorphism to reinforce pre-learned 
expectations and stereotypes. For example, lions have long been seen as "the king of 
beasts" and are depicted as heroes who save the savannah in the Disney film The Lion 
King (1994). In contrast, hyenas have long been stereotyped and play the villains in the 
film (Adcroft, 2010). Disney's Bambi (1942) also played on stereotypes by depicting 
rabbits and deer as innocent animals (Willoquet-Maricondi, 2010). A distinct difference 
in Bambi (1942) was that humans were the villains, but you never saw them (Willoquet-
Maricondi, 2010). By using animal stereotypes and familiar story themes, Disney meets 
people’s expectations and also reinforces them (Bousé, 2000). This has led to Disney, 
not only changing people's expectations of stories, but also their expectations of how 
animals are represented in documentaries (Schneider, 2012).  
 
Disney has been successful in producing both fictional and non-fiction animal films. In 
1948, Disney released its first live-action animal documentary Seal Island that started a 
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revolution of how animals were anthropomorphised in film (Bousé, 2000). By 
combining various filmmaking elements such as whimsical music, cartoons and 
character driven narratives, Disney transformed how wildlife documentaries were 
made. Disney’s True Life Series (1948 - 1960) combined high quality footage with the 
whimsical, musical, character driven elements that are well known in Disney’s fictional 
films. Additionally, Disney documentaries used themes of "good" versus “evil" to create 
story lines that reinforced Darwinian ideas that nature is in a constant struggle for 
balance (Bousé, 2000). Furthermore, Disney used anthropomorphised characters and 
narration to create sentimental stories that emphasize ideal family and relationship 
values. Although the series popularised wildlife documentaries, films like Seal Island 
(1948), lacked scientific fact and were heavily anthropomorphised with heavy 
promotion of family values and the use of “orphan” and “journey” motifs. The series as a 
whole was sentimental, whimsical and overly dramatic.  
 
Bousé (2000) claimed that the success of Disney's True Life Series created a standard of 
wildlife films that depicts animals as human-like characters that lead dramatic lives and 
are constantly fighting for survival. Despite criticism, Disney's True Life Series was 
successful in showcasing the beauty and diversity of nature and helped popularise the 
genre of wildlife film (Schneider, 2012). Bousé (2000) also noted that 
anthropomorphism is a beneficial narrative tool for increasing audience engagement 





2.3 Advantages of anthropomorphism 
2.3.1 Increase understanding 
In a media saturated world, we are constantly bombarded with information about the 
world, some easier to interpret than others (Schneider, 2012). Science communicators 
and filmmakers must use various resources, tools and techniques to deliver scientific 
information to the public. However, scientific information is meaningless if people 
cannot interpret it. Anthropomorphism is a communication tool that can be used in 
documentaries to translate complex concepts, such as climate change, into a language 
form that people can understand and relate to. This creates familiarity between humans 
and any natural phenomena presented to them (Anderson & Henderson, 2005; Fudge, 
2007; Pollo et al., 2009). 
 
2.3.2 Enhance connectivity 
Humans are driven to search for similarities in other humans and nonhumans in order 
to create connections (Airenti, 2015; Chan, 2012). From a young age, we are actively 
engaged in social interaction and search for familiarity in our surroundings (Airenti, 
2015; Tam et al., 2013). This tendency to search for similarities in others has pre-
conditioned people to the effects of anthropomorphism (Airenti, 2015; Tam et al., 
2013). When animals are humanised, people understand them better and can develop a 
connection to them and the natural environment (Fudge, 2007; Porter, 2006; Tam et al., 
2013).  Psychology research supports this and has shown that people have a more pro-
environmental attitude if they feel strongly connected to nature (Tam et al., 2013). 
Feelings of connectedness may lead to wider awareness and increased support for 
conservation issues (Chan, 2012; Pollo et al., 2009; Root-Bernstein et al., 2013). The use 
of anthropomorphism may therefore be beneficial for both humans and animals alike. 
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2.3.3 Invoke empathy 
We are more likely to empathise with something that seems more familiar to us (Riek et 
al., 2009). However, most people are not familiar with many animals in an increasingly 
urban world and experience animals and nature through text, language and images 
(Bousé, 2000). Anthropomorphic language humanises objects and animals by using 
human characteristics, metaphors and analogies to describe their behaviour (Sealey & 
Oakley, 2014). When an animal or object is humanised, it becomes more familiar and 
allows us to project our own feelings and experiences onto them in what psychologists 
call "simulation theory" (Riek et al., 2009). By putting ourselves in "their shoes", we are 
able to understand them better, and see them as sentient beings (Riek et al., 2009; 
Sealey & Oakley, 2014). When humans recognise something or someone as having 
emotions and suffers pain, they develop empathy and are less willing to harm them 
(Chan, 2012; Tam et al., 2013). This suggests that the use of anthropomorphic language 
can facilitate empathy and respect for animals (Chan, 2012; Manning & Serpell, 1994; 
Pollo et al., 2009; Tam et al., 2013). 
 
2.3.4 Create social change 
Anthropomorphism creates individuals that are relatable and easier to empathise with 
which can lead to social responsibility and action (Adcroft, 2010; Airenti, 2015; 
Anderson & Henderson, 2005; Root-Bernstein et al., 2013). Research has found that 
humans respond more to individuals than to entire populations or ecosystems because 
it is easier to empathise with one than with many (Root-Bernstein et al., 2013). In both 
films and conservation, animals have been assigned human names, personalities and 
emotions to make them more relatable (Adcroft, 2011; Anderson & Henderson, 2005; 
Fudge, 2007; Tam et al., 2013). Primate conservationist Jane Goodall stated that, “with 
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names, chimpanzees made their ways into people's hearts” (Adcroft, 2013, p. 11), 
referring to how interest in her work spiked after she assigned names to individual 
chimpanzees. When the novel Black Beauty was released, it caused readers to call for 
the abolishment of the bearing rein, which was used in horse drawn carriages to hold a 
horse’s head in a high position (Anderson & Henderson, 2005). The discomfort and 
cruelty demonstrated in the story was so vivid that it led to an active response by the 
readers. This concern developed as the result of the perceived interaction they 
experienced with the stories characters (Anderson & Henderson, 2005). Furthermore, 
when the film Free Willy (1993) opened in theatres, the audience responded by calling 
for “Keiko”, who played Willy the Whale, to be released back into the wild (Davies, 
2010). These examples illustrate how powerful anthropomorphism can be, even in 
fictional stories to connect people to animals, nature and associated political issues. 
 
2.3.5 Narrative device 
In documentaries, anthropomorphism is a highly effective tool for educating people 
about the natural environment in an engaging and entertaining way (Adcroft, 2010; 
Pollo et al., 2009). Although narratives can be found in nature, they do not often occur 
with distinct beginnings, middles and ends (Bousé, 2000). Fictional tools such as 
anthropomorphism allow the creation of narrative structure, story arcs and compelling 
characters that increase audience engagement (Bousé, 2000; Elliot, 2001; Haven, 2007). 
Anthropomorphism, as seen in Disney’s True Life Series, can also be used to create 
familiar themes, such as love and survival, to guide a films narrative (Bousé, 2000). 
Furthermore, anthropomorphism can be used as a narration tool to represent 
characters in a more interesting manner (Henriquez Arango, 2011). 
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2.3.6 Anthropomorphised narration  
Filmmakers use certain techniques to alter how characters are represented on screen. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, narration is an important tool for pulling multiple film 
elements together such as visuals and sound bites (Ericksen, 2012; Wolfe, 1997). 
Narration is also one of the only tools filmmakers have complete control over is, and its 
important because it can alter the angle of any story by guiding and directing an 
audience’s attention to specific information (Wolfe, 1997). 
 
One of the most successful wildlife documentaries ever made, March of the Penguins 
(Jacquet, 2005), used anthropomorphism. It immediately opened with an 
anthropomorphic theme by introducing itself as "a story about love" (Jacquet, 2005). 
Everything from the penguins to the weather was humanised (Schneider, 2012). 
Penguin groups were referred to as "tribes" and the harsh weather was described as 
doing "everything in its power to destroy that egg" - referring to how the low 
temperatures threatened the eggs survival. Like Disney’s True Life Series, family values 
of loyalty and love were also used to justify their reproductive strategies, which 
suggested that penguins have human motives (Schneider, 2012). Using 
anthropomorphism in the film created a human story that audiences could understand, 
and turned the penguins into heroic characters that the audience could relate to and 
empathise with (Henriquez Arango, 2011; Louw, 2006). Describing the penguin’s world 
with human-like terminology may have been the reason both films were critically 
acclaimed with the English version becoming one the highest grossing documentaries 
(US$72.5 million internationally) in the world and won an Academy Award (Pounsett, 
2005). This suggests that anthropomorphism is a successful storytelling tool for 
engaging a wide audience. 
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2.4 Consequences of anthropomorphism 
2.4.1 Misrepresent truth of animals 
The success of March of the Penguins (Jacquet, 2005), suggests that anthropomorphism 
is a powerful storytelling tool that can also increase people’s empathy for animals 
(Henriquez Arango, 2011; Louw, 2006). However, anthropomorphism can reduce 
people's understanding of the natural world (Schneider, 2012) by misrepresenting the 
true motivations of an animal and their behaviour (Anderson & Henderson 2005; Pollo 
et al., 2009; Wexler 2008). For example, March of the Penguins (Jacquet, 2005) used 
sentimental themes of family, love and heroism to describe penguin-breeding behaviour 
(Adcroft, 2010; Wexler, 2008). This may have led many viewers to believe that the 
penguins are motivated by love rather than by survival instincts (Adcroft, 2010; Wexler, 
2008). These sentimental, human ideas of love and family were further enhanced by the 
narrator suggesting that "they're not that different from us, really", along with showing 
footage of blurred out distant penguins, waddling, looking similar to marching humans 
(Jacquet, 2005). The problem is amplified by the realism the film lens provides, because 
images act as visual evidence of the truth, enhancing people’s acceptance of 
anthropomorphic information (Schneider, 2012). So although the film contained factual 
information about penguin courting rituals and survival tactics, the underlying 
messages of love and family loyalty may not be accurate to what really motivates 
penguin survival. March of the Penguins (Jacquet, 2005) is an example of how 
anthropomorphism can blur the lines of what is human and non-human behaviour, 





2.4.2 Sacrifice science for fiction 
Documentaries are perceived as having factual and scientific authority but 
anthropomorphism may sacrifice facts for entertainment value, leading to serious 
misinterpretations by the audience (Adcroft 2010; Anderson & Henderson, 2005; Julio, 
2014; Pollo et al., 2009; Wexler, 2008). The English version of March of the Penguins 
(Jacquet, 2005) presented many correct scientific facts that were absent in the original 
French version (La Marché de l'empereur). For example, the French version suggested 
that penguins navigate by using "the sun and the stars [that] have traced eternal maps” 
and "Beneath our feet, the heart of the earth always hums its most beautiful magnetic 
songs". In contrast, the English version correctly pointed out that scientists are 
uncertain of how penguins navigate. It is possible that penguins use the sun or stars to 
navigate or they may have an internal compass that has evolved over generations of 
penguin migrations. However, the point is that the French versions made assumptions 
that may not be true, and presented uncertain information as fact. 
 
At the start of the film, both versions talked about why Emperor Penguins are the only 
animal species on Antarctica over winter. The French version claimed, "Plants, 
creatures, those who could run away did but our ancestors decided to stay, no matter the 
cost, and to stand up to the frost that was taking everything away". This makes it sound 
like the penguins actively decided to stay in Antarctica, which ignores the theories of 
evolution and natural selection. In contrast, the English version said, "the former 
inhabitants, they had all died or moved on long ago. Well, almost all of them". While this 
does not provide an explanation for why the penguins stayed behind, the phrase is 
subtler and is a truthful observation of the penguin’s behaviour.   
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Although the English version contained more accurate scientific information than its 
French predecessor, it still contained some questionable anthropomorphic content. The 
use of family values to describe penguin behaviour raised questions about the 
appropriateness of anthropomorphism in a documentary, and led to people 
misinterpreting the information and perceiving the documentary as lacking science 
(Adcroft, 2010; Wexler, 2008). Some film critics and religious groups believed that the 
film represented the trials and challenges faced by Christians in an increasingly atheist 
society (Wexler, 2008).  Religious groups also believed that the documentary was 
evidence to support the creationist theory and the existence of intelligent design 
(Wexler, 2008).  So although March of the Penguins (Jacquet, 2005) presented correct 
scientific information, it was packaged as a story of love, which led people to criticise it 
for sacrificing science for entertainment (Airenti, 2015; Root-Bernstein et al., 2013). 
 
2.4.3 Unrealistic expectations of audience 
In documentaries, anthropomorphism creates dramatic story lines which can set up 
unrealistic expectations of how animals should behave and be treated (Adcroft, 2010; 
Root-Bernstein et al., 2013). For example, when a meerkat died on the popular show 
Meerkat Manor (2005) some viewers were upset that the film producers did not 
intervene to save the meerkat. The unfortunate, yet natural incident not only sparked 
outrage in the public, but also caused a decline in viewers (Adcroft, 2010). Wildlife 
documentaries also often only showcase exciting and interesting animal behaviour, 
which heightens audience expectations of wildlife (Bousé, 2000). A common complaint 
in zoos is that animals do not "do" anything. This may be the result of the public failing 
to understand that documentaries are not "transparent windows to reality" (Bousé, 
2000, p. 11) and that most of the time, animals do not exhibit the exciting behaviour 
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they are accustomed to seeing on screen.  
 
2.4.4 Hinder conservation efforts 
Although anthropomorphising animals can increase people’s connection with them, 
creating empathy and attachment towards an animal can also have devastating 
consequences (Root-Bernstein et al., 2013). The popular film Finding Nemo (2003) 
caused a spike in clownfish and blue tang poaching, threatening the future of the species 
(Root-Bernstein et al., 2013; Willoquet-Maricondi, 2010). Another problem is when one 
species is made out to be lovable, at the expense of other animals. For example, 
humanising rabbits and depicting them as cute, innocent bunnies may spark the public 
to vote to cull wolves that pose a threat to rabbits. This would undermine any 
conservation goals that wish to protect all animals rather than just a single species 
(Chan, 2012; Root-Bernstein et al., 2013).  
 
Some animals are anthropomorphised more than others (Schneider, 2012). Animals 
that appear more relatable to humans, such as chimpanzees, are more likely to be 
anthropomorphised, because they have familiar human-like characteristics and features 
(Epley, Waytz, Akalis, & Cacioppo, 2008; Root-Bernstein et al., 2013). Furthermore, 
animals that feature neonatal characteristics (big, head, big eyes) such as panda bears 
are more likely to be anthropomorphised in a positive light because they are considered 
cute by human standards (Schneider, 2012).  Animals that are anthropomorphised in a 
positive light are deemed more “relatable” than others and are more likely to be on the 
receiving end of conservation support (Schneider, 2012). This suggests that 
anthropomorphism can be beneficial for boosting conservation support by advertising 
"likeable" animal features. However, animals that do not have such familiar or 
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favourable traits may not be anthropomorphised. This means that they may get less 
media attention which may lead to less conservation efforts due to lack of public 
awareness and interest (Bousé, 2000; Julio, 2014). In light of this, although 
anthropomorphism can be a highly influential tool in conservation, caution should be 
taken to avoid creating more barriers to conservation for some species. 
 
2.4.5 Negative stereotypes 
Anthropomorphism has long been used to create negative stereotypes of animals 
(Bousé, 2000). In the 19th century, birds were identified based on the morals or ethical 
ideas they represented. Birds were considered "good" if they had attractive voices and 
ate insects. "Bad" birds were those that robbed other nests, ate grain or meat and were 
considered a pest to humans. Furthermore, the word "raptor" is commonly used to 
describe birds of prey. However, the word comes from the Latin word "rapere" which 
means to rob or rape. These stereotypes are the product of imposing human values and 
ethical codes on animals (Bousé, 2000). The stereotypes used to identify birds also 
demonstrate the depths language alone has gone to stereotype animals. 
 
Many children's stories use anthropomorphism to create negative stereotypes of certain 
animals (Root-Bernstein et al., 2013). Research has shown that attachments to old 
stories can influence our perceptions of animals and prevent us from developing 
empathy for the respective animal (Anderson & Henderson, 2005; Root-Bernstein et al., 
2013).  If we have a negative perception of an animal as a child, we may carry this 
distorted perception into adulthood (Anderson & Henderson, 2005). In children’s 
stories animals such as wolves, are often represented as evil villains (Jesse, 2000) and 
the film Jaws (1975) vilified sharks around the world (Julio, 2014). Today, culling has 
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driven wolves almost to extinction in North America and many shark species are 
endangered. These killings are the result of negative stereotypes and are justified by 
widespread fear (Jesse, 2000; Julio, 2014). The media reinforces this fear by using 
sensationalised messages to report shark attacks and turns humans into victims of 
dangerous murderers (Jesse, 2000; Julio, 2014). These sorts of stereotyped stories 
create negative perceptions of animals, which can lead to negative consequences for the 
stereotyped animal (Julio, 2014). 
 
2.5 Utilising anthropomorphism as a communication tool 
2.5.1 A Million Dollar Nose 
As a filmmaker, it is important to make a film that is compelling, informative and 
entertaining. As a science communicator, it is equally important to be entertaining yet 
accurate. The film A Million Dollar Nose (Hight, 2016) was a film made for the creative 
component of this thesis (see Appendix 4). One of the aims of the film was to help grow 
the small collection of existing bee films currently available in the media. To date, there 
are only a handful of bee documentaries such as More than Honey (Imhoof, 2012) and 
Queen of the Sun: what are the bees telling us? (Siegel, 2010). In contrast, other animals 
such as dogs, are widely featured in various TV series, films and documentaries. For 
example, Babe (Noonan, 1995) is a fictional film that uses anthropomorphism by 
featuring talking dogs and Denali (Knight, 2015) is a mini documentary that also 
anthropomorphized dogs as it was told from the point of view of a dying dog. 
Furthermore, the Internet is full of YouTube videos of dogs displaying humorous 
behaviour such as singing, talking and walking on their hind legs.  In the interest of 
making an engaging documentary, it made sense to educate people about bees and the 
threats facing them through a more familiar and relatable dog character. 
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Anthropomorphism was inevitable when writing the initial film treatment for A Million 
Dollar Nose (Hight, 2016). The initial film treatment was a first-person account from the 
perspective of a dog-named Georgie as she journeyed from detector dog trainee to a 
detector dog super star. This film version was full of anthropomorphic qualities. Firstly, 
she had a name, which instantly personified her as an individual. Secondly, telling 
Georgie’s story as a "journey" may suggest that she was aware of the training process 
and motivated herself to become a detector dog. Thirdly, dogs are commonly 
anthropomorphised characters in both fiction and non-fiction. Since people's existing 
knowledge affects their interpretations of new information, they may be more likely to 
interpret Georgie’s behaviour in an anthropomorphic way due to their familiarity with 
dogs and exposure to anthropomorphised dog stories (Ericksen, 2012). Lastly, as Elliot 
(2001) argued, the fact that Georgie’s story was to be told through the human 
construction of film, her actions and behaviour would be interpreted by humans. This 
would therefore increase the likelihood of her story being anthropomorphised.  
 
Although these anthropomorphic elements help create an intriguing and intimate 
storyline, the points listed here, along with the literature raised concerns that 
anthropomorphism could lead to people misinterpreting Georgie’s behaviour and not 
taking her story seriously. This would make anthropomorphism an inappropriate way 







Anthropomorphism has been used across many cultures and societies to help humans 
understand the natural world and build connections with nature (Pollo et al., 2009; 
Root-Bernstein et al., 2013). In more modern society, anthropomorphism is a tool that 
has been used in films, literature and conservation movements to increase awareness, 
understanding and empathy for the natural world. This is achieved by describing the 
natural environment and animals using relatable language, which provides the illusion 
of social interaction. However, some films containing anthropomorphism, such as March 
of the Penguins (Jacquet, 2005), have been criticised for sacrificing science for a fictional 
story. This misleads the audience in regard to the truth behind the animal’s true 
motivations and behaviour (Adcroft, 2011; Wexler, 2008). It has also been argued that 
anthropomorphism can create negative stereotypes, alienate less relatable characters 
and set up unrealistic expectations about how animals should look and behave. Most 
importantly, it has been suggested that if anthropomorphism is not used carefully, it can 
discredit a film's perceived authority and create more barriers to people's 
understanding of the world. 
 
Despite criticism, there are a lot of case studies that depict the power 
anthropomorphism has in rallying people for social and conservation issues (Adcroft, 
2013; Anderson & Henderson, 2005; Davies, 2010). It is also a powerful narrative tool, 
which can be used to create engaging characters and storylines that can invoke empathy 
in the audience and increase their appreciation for the world. 
 
Documentaries can be a useful tool for science communication, but to be effective they 
need to be engaging, educational and accurate.  People do not need to have a complete, 
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scientific understanding of the natural world, but their understanding may be 
compromised if anthropomorphism is used to replace scientific explanations (Bousé, 
2000; Schneider, 2012). As filmmakers, it is important to entertain as well as educate, 
which is why fictional elements such as narrative and anthropomorphism are used in 
documentaries. So is it the responsibility of the filmmaker to make sure scientific 
explanations are accurate or is it more important to make an engaging film that will 
reach a wide audience? However, as science communicators, it is important that the 
information we are producing is accurate. 
 
There is plenty of theoretical literature on how fictional tools, such as narrative and 
anthropomorphism can mislead and confuse audiences (Adcroft, 2011; Wexler, 2008; 
Schneider, 2012). However, there is not a lot of quantitative evidence regarding how 
narration or anthropomorphism influences memory recall or attitudes towards 
scientific information. Morris (2012) echoed these claims and said that there is not 
enough literature on what film techniques optimize information retention or on 
audience responses to documentaries in general. Furthermore, there are no studies on 
the effects of anthropomorphised narration on information interpretation or recall. To 
fill this knowledge gap, the remainder of this thesis will focus on an empirical study 








CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 
 
 
Chapter 2 identified a lack of empirical evidence on the impact of anthropomorphism 
(especially anthropomorphic narration) on audience's recall and understanding of 
information. To address this gap in the literature, a study was designed and performed 
to collect data on how anthropomorphic narration affects information recall and 
attitude towards information on film. This chapter outlines the study methods and 
presents, analyses and discusses the results produced.  
 
3.1 Study Design 
3.1.1 Study aims and predictions 
The present study aimed to answer three questions. Firstly, do people who watch 
anthropomorphised films have less accurate information recall than those who watch 
non-anthropomorphised films? Secondly, are anthropomorphised films seen as less 
accurate than non-anthropomorphised films? Lastly, do people develop 
anthropomorphic attitudes after watching an anthropomorphised film compared to 
others who watch a non-anthropomorphised film? To test these questions, a film survey 
experiment was designed based on methods used by Barbas, Paraskevopoulos & 
Stamou (2009) and Morris (2012). 
 
Participants were shown one of two films followed by a short survey. The main aim of 
the study was to see if there was a difference in memory recall and attitudes towards 
information between audiences who watched anthropomorphised content (Film A) 
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versus one with no anthropomorphised content (Film B).  
 
The alternative and null hypothesis for this research included: 
 
H1: Accurate memory recall will be higher in viewers of films with non-
anthropomorphised narration than viewers of films with anthropomorphised narration 
 
Ho: There will be no difference in memory recall between viewers who watch the film 
with anthropomorphised narration (Film A) and the film with no anthropomorphised 
narration (Film B). 
 
H2: Films with anthropomorphised narration will be perceived as less accurate than 
films with no anthropomorphised narration 
 
Ho: Films with anthropomorphised narration and no anthropomorphised narration will 
be perceived as having the same level of accuracy 
 
H3: Viewers of films with anthropomorphised narration will have more 
anthropomorphic attitudes towards bees than viewers of films with no 
anthropomorphised narration 
 
Ho: Viewers of films with anthropomorphised narration will have the same attitude 





3.1.2 The films 
Two short films were made using footage that was shot during the making of A Million 
Dollar Nose (Hight, 2016) - the creative component of this thesis (see Appendix 4). The 
short films were made about bees because they are not as familiar to the public or as 
heavily anthropomorphised in the media as dogs. This was an important consideration 
because it was important to minimise the impact that people's previous knowledge or 
experience with bees would have on their interpretation of the film (Ericksen, 2012).  
 
The two films were about worker bees and the roles they have in the beehive (see 
Appendix 4). Both films were of the same duration (1.56 minutes) and contained the 
same visuals, narrator and music.  The original film script was written using 
information gathered from interviews with scientists and beekeepers during the 
making of A Million Dollar Nose (Hight, 2016) and from Hobby Farms Editors (2015). 
The original script was then reworked and carefully re-written so that each film 
delivered the same information but in a different style with one containing 
anthropomorphised narration (Film A) and the second (Film B) containing no 
anthropomorphised narration (see Appendix 1). In the anthropomorphised version, the 
story was told from the bee’s point of view using heavily anthropomorphised language, 
and human analogies to explain the different jobs bees undertake. In contrast, third 
person and more objective language were used to tell the story in the non- 
anthropomorphised version. For both films, the narrator was also directed to deliver 





3.1.3 The survey 
The survey was designed to be short and simple. It contained 13 questions; five multiple 
choice questions to test content recall, five sets of 5-point Likert scale questions to test 
attitudes towards film content and three demographic questions (see Appendix 2).  
 
The first two survey questions used a Likert scale to measure how much the 
participants enjoyed the film ("strongly agree" to "strongly disagree") and how novel 
the participant found the information in the film ("very familiar to me" to “very new to 
me"). The five multiple-choice questions (Q3 – Q7) contained information about bees 
taken from the film. There were four options for each question with only one correct 
answer. Question eight contained three statement questions and a Likert scale 
("strongly agree" to "strongly disagree") to measure whether participants believed that 
information in documentaries should be accurate, if information in animated or feature 
films should be accurate and whether they thought the film they had just seen was a 
documentary. Question nine contained five statements about bees based on information 
from the film and a Likert scale to measure how much the participant agreed with the 
statements ("strongly agree" to "strongly disagree"). The first two statements (i.e. “bees 
are hard workers”) were non-anthropomorphic whilst the last three statements were 
anthropomorphic (“bees are keen travellers”). Question ten further re-iterated question 
eight by asking if the participant believed that the information in the film [they just saw] 
is accurate using a Likert scale ("strongly agree" to "strongly disagree"). Three 
demographic questions (Q11 – Q13) recorded gender, age and the highest level of 




3.1.4 Pilot testing 
The survey was pilot tested on a small group of Science Communication masters and 
PhD students (N=7) to check that the questions were comprehendible, easy to complete 
and flowed in a logical order. After testing, it was suggested that a “I don’t know” option, 
(which was previously used in all the non-demographic questions) be used less 
frequently as some of the students felt pressured to select “I don’t know” if they did not 
feel 100% certain about their answer. This would diminish the usefulness of a Likert 
scale, as it is meant to measure a spectrum of attitudes and answers.  Subsequently, the 
“I don’t know” option was removed from almost all questions to encourage more 
responses. To avoid causing annoyance by forcing participants to provide a definite 
answer for every question, the “I don’t know” option was retained for questions 8 and 9 
as these both contained the longest list of Likert scale statement questions. 
 
3.1.5 Participants and data collection 
When doing audience research, it is important to consider the location and context of 
viewing the film as this alters the viewing experience and any viewing response 
(Ericksen, 2012). I decided to upload the survey to an online survey web site called 
Qualtrics. By doing it online, I hoped to maximise sample size, get a broader 
demographic and produce data that is more representative of how people experience 
visual media this present day – from a range of platforms and viewing locations. 
Qualtrics also allowed the two films to be randomized and evenly presented so that an 
equal number of participants saw either Film A or B before completing the survey.  
 
Advertisement posters (see Appendix 3) were shared on Facebook and Twitter over a 
three-week period between November and December 2016. To be eligible for this 
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research, participants had to be 18 years and older. A total of 265 people participated.  
 
3.1.6 Data analyses 
Information from the survey was loaded into excel and any survey responses with more 
than three unanswered questions were deemed incomplete and were not analysed. A 
total of 12 survey responses were removed and the total sample size was 253. 
 
Survey responses by Film A and B viewers were compared using means and unpaired t-
tests in SPSS. Significant results were identified if p-values were less than 0.05. 
 
Demographic data analysis was applied to the entire sample size and not to the separate 
Film A and Film B viewing groups. The gender data was split into male and female (and 
the “prefer not to say” data was discounted). Education data was split into two groups: 
respondents with a university education (Uni) and respondents with alternative (i.e. 
polytechnic) or no university education (No Uni). Lastly, age group data was roughly 
divided into two larger groups: Group 1 (18-39) and Group 2 (40-70+).  
 
3.1.7 Coding for analysis 
Questions were coded in excel for t-tests and mean analysis in SPSS as well as 
presentation in the results tables. Multi-choice responses were coded “0” if correct and 
“1” for incorrect. For the Likert scale questions, answers were ranked 1 - 5 based on the 
subsequent response. Question one for example was on a 5-point scale with “Strongly 
agree” marked as "1" while “strongly disagree” was marked "5". Questions eight and 




The University of Otago requires that research-involving humans complies with 
University’s ethics policy. A category B research proposal was submitted to The 
University of Otago’s Human Ethics Committee and received approval (D16/393).  
 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Film A versus Film B 
There were no significant differences found for film enjoyment between viewers of 
anthropomorphic content (Film A) and non-anthropomorphic content (Film B; see 
Table 1). Although information novelty results from both viewing groups were on the 
“very familiar to me” end of the scale, anthropomorphic film viewers, on average, found 
the film significantly more novel than non-anthropomorphic film viewers (P=0.031; see 
Table 1).  
 
Table 1: t-tests for attitudes towards film enjoyment (Q1) and information 
novelty (Q2) between anthropomorphic (Film A) and non-anthropomorphic (Film 
B) film viewers 
 
 Film A/ 
Film B 
N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 



























Viewers of the anthropomorphic film answered significantly more multiple-choice 
questions correctly than the non-anthropomorphic film viewers (P=0.035; see Table 2). 
More anthropomorphic film viewers, on average, correctly answered the question 
regarding a bee's final days (Q6) compared to non-anthropomorphic film viewers 
(P=0.011; see Table 3). No significant differences were found for the other film content 
questions (Q3, 4, 5, and 7) between anthropomorphised and non-anthropomorphised 
film viewers (see Table 3).  
 
Table 2: t-test for total number of correct answers given for the multiple-choice 
questions (Q3 - Q7) between anthropomorphic (Film A) and non-




Film B  
N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 
Total number of MCQ 
























Table 3: t-tests for responses to the multiple-choice questions (Q3 - Q7) between 
anthropomorphic (Film A) or non-anthropomorphic (Film B) film viewers 
 
 Film A/ 
Film B  
N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 













Q4. A worker bee's job is 













Q5. Worker bees emerge 















Q6. A worker bee spends 













Q7. Worker bees can seal 















It was found that viewers of the anthropomorphic film agreed less, on average, with the 
statement that “this film is a documentary” (Q8(c)) than viewers of the non-
anthropomorphic film (P=0.002; see Table 4). No other significant differences were 
found between Film A and Film B viewers for the questions related to film accuracy 
perceptions (Q8 (a), (b) and Q10; see Table 4).  There were also no significant 
differences found between anthropomorphic and non-anthropomorphic film viewers 
for questions related to attitudes towards bee information (Q9(a) – (e); see Table 5). On 
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average both film viewing groups "strongly agreed" and " agreed" with Q9 (a) and (b) 
and each consecutive question (Q9 (c) and (d) received lower average ratings with Q9 
(e), receiving the lowest (see Table 5). 
 
Table 4: t-tests for attitudes towards accuracy (Q8 and Q10) in films between 
anthropomorphic (Film A) and non-anthropomorphic (Film B) film viewers 
 
 Film A/ 
Film B  




Q8. (a) I believe information 















Q8. (b) I believe information 
in animated film or feature 



























Q10. I believe information in 






















Table 5: t-tests for attitudes towards statements about bees (Q9) between 
anthropomorphic (Film A) and non-anthropomorphic (Film B) film viewers 
 
 Film A/ 
Film B  
N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 





























Q9. (c) I believe bees are 












































3.2.2 Demographic data 
It was found that there were over three times more university-educated participants 
(N=194) than non-university educated participants (N=54). University educated 
participants agreed that "information in the film was accurate" (Q10) significantly less 
strongly than non-university educated participants (P=0.054; see Table 6).  There was 
no significant difference between university and non-university educated participants, 
for the other statements about film accuracy (Q8 (a) - (c); see Table 6). Non-university 
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educated participants agreed with the first three statements about bees (Q9 (a), (b) 
and(c)), significantly more strongly than university-educated participants (P=0.004, 
0.023 and 0.001 respectively; see Table 7). Although there was no difference between 
university and non-university educated participants for the last two statements (Q9 (e) 
and (d)), both university educated and non-university educated participants agreed 
with the first two statements about bees (Q9 (a) and (b)) more strongly on average, 
than the last three statements about bees (Q9(c), (d) and (e); see Table 7).  
 
Table 6: t-tests for attitudes towards accuracy in films (Q8 and Q10) between 




N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 
Q8. (a) I believe information 













Q8. (b) I believe information 
in animated film or feature 


























Q10. I believe information in 
















Table 7: t-tests for attitudes towards statements about bees (Q9) between viewers 
with a university education, or without a university education 
 
 Uni/ 
No Uni  
N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 















Q9. (b) I believe bees work 













Q9. (c) I believe bees are 













































There were no significant differences in film enjoyment between males or females but 
males found the information significantly more novel than females (P=0.043; see Table 
8). Although there were significantly more females than males in the survey (75 males, 
166 females) there was no significant difference in attitudes towards film accuracy 




Table 8: t-tests for attitudes towards film enjoyment (Q1) and information 




N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 




























Table 9: t-tests for attitudes towards accuracy (Q8 and Q10) in films between 




N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 
Q8. (a) I believe information 















Q8. (b) I believe information 
in animated film or feature 




























Q10. I believe information in 















Viewing age Group 2, on average, enjoyed the film significantly more than Group 1 
(P=0.024). There was no significant difference found between viewing age groups in 
terms of how they rated the novelty of the films information (see Table 10). 
Group 2 agreed with the statement questions 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c), significantly more 
than Group 1(P=0.007, 0.007 and 0.040 respectively; See Table 11) but there were no 
significant differences between Groups 1 and 2 for statement questions 9(d) or 9(e). 
 
Table 10: t-tests for attitudes towards film enjoyment (Q1) and information 
novelty (Q2) between Group 1 (18-39) and 2 (40-70+) viewers 
 
 Group 1/ 
Group 2 
N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 








































Table 11: t-tests for attitudes towards statements about bees (Q9) between Group 
1 (18-39) and 2 (40-70+) viewers 
 
 Group 1/ 
Group 2 
N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
p-value 
(* if significant) 

















Q9. (b) I believe bees work 
















Q9. (c) I believe bees are 




















































3.3.1 Interpreting the results 
3.3.1.1 Enjoyment 
The results found that audiences, on average, "agreed" to enjoying the film and that 
there were no significant differences in levels of enjoyment between viewers of 
anthropomorphised content (Film A) or non-anthropomorphised content (Film B; see 
Table 1).  This result was surprising as the literature suggested that anthropomorphism 
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increased engagement by using stories and being a more entertaining mode of 
communication (Adcroft, 2010; Pollo et al., 2009). However, reported enjoyment may 
not be indicative of engagement or communication effectiveness.   
 
Despite having significantly more female respondents, the results found no significant 
differences in attitudes towards film enjoyment or film accuracy between males and 
females (see Table 8 and Table 9 respectively). This means that any differences in 
survey responses between Film A or Film B viewers can be attributed to differences in 
content absorption or interpretation and not differences in enjoyment or gender.  
 
3.3.1.2 Novelty 
Although viewers on average reported finding the information familiar, 
anthropomorphic film viewers found the film relatively more novel, and therefore less 
familiar than those who watched non-anthropomorphised content (P=0.031; see Table 
1). This could be because anthropomorphised bees are a novel concept as there are not 
that many documentaries (anthropomorphic or non-anthropomorphic) about bees. As 
discussed earlier in this chapter, bees are featured in very few documentaries such as 
More than Honey (Imhoof, 2012) and Queen of the Sun: what are the bees telling us? 
(Siegel, 2010).  In contrast, dogs, are featured in YouTube videos, T.V series such as The 
Secret life of the Dog (2009 - 2010), and more importantly, anthropomorphic films such 
as Babe (Noonan, 1995), Cats & Dogs (Guterman, 2001) and the mini documentary 
Denali (Knight, 2015). One of the only anthropomorphised films about bees is Bee Movie 
(Hickner & Smith, 2007), which is a fictional animated film told from the perspective of 
a bee - like the one in the present study. Therefore, the difference in novelty perception 
could be because bees are not often anthropomorphised in the media so the 
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anthropomorphised film may have been interpreted as a new perspective.  
 
Differences in perceived novelty could also be because the audience may not have been 
exposed to a lot of general information about bees. Ericksen (2012) pointed out that 
people's existing knowledge affects their interpretations of new information. If viewers 
had previous knowledge about bees or had seen them in films, they may have 
interpreted the film used in the present study differently from those who have had no 
exposure to bee information.. In future studies, it may be worthwhile to ask 
respondents more specific questions about their familiarity with the films subject such 
as what platforms have they learnt about the subject. It could also be a good idea to test 
various anthropomorphic and non-anthropomorphic films that feature different 
subjects to further separate whether it is the subject or the way the information is 
presented that is perceived as novel.  
 
3.3.1.3 Information recall 
Watching anthropomorphised content may enhance content absorption and 
information recall. The results found that viewers of anthropomorphised content 
answered significantly more film content questions correctly than viewers of non-
anthropomorphised material (P=0.035; see Table 2). This means that the hypothesis 
that "Accurate memory recall will be higher in viewers of films with non-
anthropomorphised narration than viewers of films with anthropomorphised 
narration" must be rejected along with the null hypothesis. This is because accurate 




Further analysis found that the significant difference in information recall between 
viewing audiences was probably due to responses to Question 6 ("A worker bee spends 
their final days..."). More respondents, on average, answered this question correctly if 
they had watched the anthropomorphised film compared to those who had watched the 
non-anthropomorphised film (P=0.011; see Table 3). Viewers of the 
anthropomorphised film may have performed better on this question, because the 
information regarding a bee's final days was more vivid, and therefore more memorable 
than in the non-anthropomorphic film. For example, the anthropomorphic version 
stated that bees "travel the world visiting thousands of flowers" and that food is brought 
"back to the hive, to store in our pantry". In contrast, the non-anthropomorphic version 
said that bees "spend the rest of their life visiting thousands of flowers" and "Everything is 
delivered back to the hive, and stored as food". This information is delivered more 
objectively, simply stating facts without analogies, metaphors or extra descriptions. 
Using familiar human analogies to describe a worker bee's final job makes the 
information more relatable to people's everyday life. Haven (2007) and Young & 
Monroe, (1996), said that when information is more relatable, people are able to 
connect with the information and find it is easier to remember. Haven (2007) also said 
that when facts are delivered objectively with no story, the information is less 
meaningful which makes the viewer care less and therefore less likely to remember it. 
So, whilst the non-anthropomorphic version simply stated facts about bees, the 
anthropomorphic version used a story about a bee called "Feebee" to weave in the facts 
about bees. This approach may have been received as more interesting, more engaging 




An alternative explanation for why anthropomorphic film viewers had better memory 
recall could be that the fictional element of anthropomorphism triggered higher 
emotional involvement. Pouliot & Cowen, (2007) found that fictional films increased 
memory recall in audience members because they became more emotionally invested 
and engaged with the film content and were not processing it on a highly cognitive level. 
Young and Monroe (1996) also suggested that how information is presented is just as 
important, if not more important, than the information content alone. In other words, 
the use of anthropomorphic packaging may have aided memory recall in audiences, 
suggesting that anthropomorphism is a useful educational and communication tool. 
 
3.3.1.4 Accuracy perception 
Film content accuracy was highly valued by respondents. However, the present study 
found that both viewing groups agreed that information in animated, feature films and 
documentaries should be accurate (Q8(a) - (b); see Table 4). This is concerning because 
if people expect fictional films to be accurate, it could lead them to perceive and accept 
fictional film information as accurate. This concern is supported by Barnett et al., 
(2006), who found that children used information from a fictional film to justify their 
understanding of Earth Science. Although it is not clear if the children in the study by 
Barnett et al., (2006) were told that the film was fictional, the attitudes revealed in the 
present study suggest that information from a fictional film may be perceived as 
accurate.  It is also not clear from the present studies survey results if the participants 
meant that they found the film “factually accurate” or just an accurate interpretation of 
the world they live in. As Barnett et al., (2006) pointed out, audience expectations have 
driven filmmakers to use science and props from the real world to make their films look 
as authentic as possible. So, when participants in the present study said that fictional 
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films should be accurate, perhaps they meant that fictional films should be authentic 
and reflect the real world that they live in. 
 
The anthropomorphic and non-anthropomorphic films in the present study were both 
perceived as being accurate by both viewing groups. However, the results also 
suggested that anthropomorphic films are not as strongly identifiable as documentaries 
compared to non-anthropomorphic films (see Table 4). The anthropomorphic film 
viewers, agreed that "this film is a documentary" (Q8(c)) less strongly than viewers of 
the non-anthropomorphic film (P=0.002). This suggests that the audience did not use 
accuracy to determine whether the films were documentaries. Thus, the hypothesis that 
"Films with anthropomorphised narration will be perceived as less accurate than films 
with no anthropomorphised narration" must be rejected and the null hypothesis 
accepted. If perceived accuracy is not the key component for identifying a film as a 
documentary, then the audience must have used some other indicator.  
 
Eitzen (1995) suggested that audiences use auditory and visual cues to identify 
documentaries. Since the only difference between the anthropomorphised (Film A) and 
non-anthropomorphised films (Film B) was the narration script, it could be assumed 
that how a film delivers information can affect people’s perceptions of what constitutes 
a documentary. The present study found that the anthropomorphised film was 
perceived as being more novel, on average than the non-anthropomorphised film. The 
viewers may have associated the objective, non-anthropomorphic narration of Film B as 
a feature of documentaries whilst the anthropomorphised narration in Film A was seen 
as a fictional tool, decreasing people's likelihood of identifying the respective film as a 
documentary.  
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The non-anthropomorphic version also had slightly less words than the 
anthropomorphic version. In David Attenborough's popular documentary series, Planet 
Earth (Fothergill, 2006), a key feature of his narration style is short sentences that are 
straight to the point with little anthropomorphism and no excessive details. He also 
speaks in third person in a “voice of God” style, unlike the first-person style used in the 
experimental, anthropomorphic film of the present study. The anthropomorphic film 
was also chattier and filled with human analogies and descriptions, which may diverge 
from what people expect in a documentary and caused them to identify it less strongly 
as one. Regardless of the reasons behind the audience's interpretation of Film A and B, 
the fact that the non-anthropomorphised film was identified more strongly as a 
documentary supports the idea presented by Eitzen, (1995) and Rosenthal & Corner 
(2005), that audience expectations dictate how they identify documentaries. 
 
In the present study, the participants were asked if they believed the film they saw was 
a documentary but they were not asked if they thought it was fictional. It was assumed 
that people's perception of “documentary” and “accurate” were mutually inclusive but 
the results revealed that although people perceived both films as accurate, the 
anthropomorphic film was not as strongly identified as being a documentary. This 
raises the question of whether people's perceptions of “documentary” and “accurate” 
are actually mutually exclusive. To test this, it may be useful to show participants an 
assortment of fictional films and documentaries that contain anthropomorphism and 
no-anthropomorphism and then ask them to identify which ones they believed were 
documentaries or fictional films. Data from such experiments would provide a better 
understanding of whether people perceive “fictional” and “documentary” as mutually 
exclusive and would also provide a better understanding of how anthropomorphism 
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affects people's perceptions of documentaries. 
 
3.3.1.5 Attitudes 
Watching an anthropomorphised film may not always alter an audience's attitude 
towards information. Participants of both viewing groups responded to statements 
about bees (Questions 9(a) - (e)) in a similar trend (see Table 5). Of the five statements, 
both viewing groups agreed the most with the first two statements about bees being 
hard workers (Q9(a)) or bees working multiple jobs (9(b)). These high agreement 
averages might be because both films were about the different jobs bees do across their 
lifetime, which may have reinforced the first two statements. For example, both films 
opened similarly; with the anthropomorphised film stating, "My name is Feebee and I’m 
one of the most industrious animals in the world" whilst the non-anthropomorphised film 
said, "Bees are considered one of the hardest working animals on the planet". These 
quotes’ strongly support the statement that "bees are hard workers" and conditions the 
audiences to the theme that runs through both films: the multiple jobs of bees. This 
theme was developed further in both films, with visual and auditory evidence detailing 
the various jobs bees they do and explaining that bees work from birth to death - 
further supporting the first two statements. Furthermore, the idea that bees are hard 
workers may also be common knowledge. Phrases such as "busy bee" are commonplace 
in everyday language, so this familiarity with the idea that bees are hard workers could 
have further contributed to strong agreement for the statements regarding bees as 
"hard workers".  
 
Whilst the first two statements about bees being hard workers that work multiple jobs 
(9(a) and (b)) received the highest agreement averages, the consecutive statements 
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about bees (Q9(c) - (e)) received lower agreement averages (see Table 5). This could be 
because there was more information supporting the idea that bees work hard at 
multiple jobs whilst information about bees being employed by queen bees (9(c)) and 
travelling the world (9(d)) were only mentioned once in both films.  
 
A difference between the two audiences was expected for the statement "I believe bees 
are keen travellers" (Q9(d)) as only the anthropomorphised film suggested that bees 
"travel the world" in their final days whilst the non-anthropomorphised version simply 
stated that bees "spend the rest of their life visiting thousands of flowers". However, there 
was no difference between the two viewing audiences for Q9 (d), which suggests that 
anthropomorphism did not alter the audience's perception of bees (see Table 5). These 
findings mean that the third hypothesis "Viewers of films with anthropomorphised 
narration will have more anthropomorphic attitudes towards bees than viewers of films 
with no anthropomorphised narration" has not been supported so the null hypothesis 
must be accepted. 
 
Another expectation was that viewers of the anthropomorphic film would agree with 
the statement that “bees work too hard” (Q9(e)) more strongly than non- 
anthropomorphic film viewers. This is due to the findings of Sealey & Oakley (2014) and 
Tam et al., (2013), who suggested that anthropomorphism can lead to empathy and 
more connection with animals. Barbas, Paraskevopoulos & Stamou (2009) also found 
that nature documentaries led to more positive attitudes towards insects and the 
environment in child viewers. If viewers of the anthropomorphised film developed a 
connection with "Feebee" the bee, it was expected that they would develop empathy 
and strong feelings about bees working too hard. However, the “bees work too hard” 
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statement received the lowest average agreement rates out of all the statements 
regarding bee content (Q9(a) – (e); see Table 5). This could be because the idea that 
“bees work too hard” was identified as being very anthropomorphic, and was therefore 
perceived as being less true or less believable than the other statements about bees 
(9(a) - 9(d)). This is supported by the fact that the anthropomorphised film was less 
strongly identified as a documentary compared to the non-anthropomorphised film (see 
Table 4).  
 
So although viewers agreed that “bees are hard workers” (Q9(a); see Table 5), viewers 
agreed less strongly with the idea that “bees work too hard” (Q9(e)) suggesting that the 
anthropomorphism in statement Q9(e) may have helped people identify what is true or 
not.   
 
3.3.2 Interpreting the demographic results 
Although little evidence was found to suggest that watching anthropomorphised or non-
anthropomorphised affected the audience's perception of film accuracy, the 
demographic data suggested that education level might have an effect (see Table 6). 
Participants with a university education, agreed with the statement "I believe 
information in this film was accurate" (Q10), less strongly, on average, than participants 
without a university education (P=0.054). It was also found that respondents with a 
university education had significantly lower agreement averages for the bee statements 
given in 9(a), (b) and (c), compared to respondents with no University education 
(P=0.004, 0.023 and 0.001 respectively; see Table 7). These differences may be because 
people with a university education are trained to be more critical of information, so they 
may be more sceptical of new information. People without university training may be 
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more accepting and trusting of new information.  
 
It may have been beneficial to compare university and non-university educated 
participants within the two viewing groups (i.e. viewers of anthropomorphised and 
non-anthropomorphised content). However, since there were over three times more 
university educated participants than non-university educated participants in the 
present study, it was not possible to split the groups further. Future studies may wish to 
consider having a larger range of education levels in order to run more statistics and get 
a more representative population sample. 
 
It was found that males found the information more novel than females (P=0.043; see 
Table 8). Since the  demographic data was applied to the entire sample size and not the 
individual Film A or Film B viewing groups,  this suggests that females may be more 
predisposed to agree with anthropomorphic ideas than males. Alternatively, females 
may have a higher interest in bees and wildlife so they therefore find the information 
less novel due to having more pre-existing knowledge than males.  
 
There were no differences in perceived information novelty between different age 
groups (see Table 10), which could be due to bees being featured heavily in current 
news and visual media due to a global concern over their decline (Gallai et al., 2009).  
However, the results found that there were a few significant differences in attitudes 
toward the films content between the two age groups (Groups 1 and 2). The older 
viewers (Group 2), enjoyed the film significantly more, on average than younger 
viewers (Group 1; P=0.024; see Table 10). Older viewers also agreed with questions 
about bee information (9(a), 9(b) and 9(c)), more strongly than younger viewers 
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(P=0.007, 0.007 and 0.040 respectively; see Table 11). These differences could be for a 
range of reasons. Firstly, many older viewers from Group 2 come from a generation 
before internet TV or even colour TV, so may have different expectations for films. 
Secondly, documentary and visual media are continuously changing so older 
generations may have experienced a different variety of films compared to younger 
viewers. These different viewing experiences could change entertainment expectations 
and perceptions of what constitutes a documentary between generations. This, paired 
with the highly university educated population sample, may explain why there was no 
difference in perceived information novelty. Thirdly, since the video was online, it may 
have altered people's expectations and attitudes when watching the film. The majority 
of younger viewers (Group 1) come from a generation that have been raised with 
computers and have watched videos online longer than older viewers (Group 2). This 
familiarity with online content may have made younger viewers more critical of online 
video content, leading them to agree less strongly with questions about bee content 
(9(a), 9(b) and 9(c); see Table 11).  
 
Overall, there seems to be more distinct differences between viewing groups than 
between gender, age and education demographics suggesting that significant 
differences found were probably due to different films viewed and not the result of 
gender, age or education. 
 
3.3.3 Other limitations and future research 
Pouliot & Cowen, (2007) used a similar study design and said that results may have 
been different if longer films were used to engage the participants. Due to time and 
resource constraints, the film used in the present study was short in duration (1.56 
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minutes) that may not have allowed for deep immersion in the films information and 
story. Future studies looking at differences in audience perceptions or engagement, 
should consider using full-length documentaries (30 - 60 minutes). This may allow 
deeper immersion in the content, which could increase engagement, allow more time 
for information to sink in and more time to feel emotionally invested with the films 
story. This could lead to potential perception shifts and stronger differences in attitudes 
between viewing groups.  
 
Audience expectations depend on the sorts of films and documentaries they have been 
exposed to (Ericksen, 2012). Therefore, it may be useful in future studies to have focus 
groups to acquire detailed responses about what kinds of films and documentaries they 
watch, how often they watch them and where they watch them. It may also be useful to 
ask what they liked about the film and what they found engaging which would help 
clarify whether anthropomorphism is an engaging communication tool or if it is a 
barrier to understanding. 
 
It should be noted that there are many different styles of anthropomorphism and that 
the two films used in the present study are not representative of all anthropomorphised 
films. If other forms of anthropomorphism had been used such as moving animal's 
mouth’s (like the animals in Babe (Noonan, 1995)), or giving animals human clothing, 
this may have created more polarising differences between film viewers and more 
compelling results. Furthermore, it was assumed while running the present study, that 
the scripts, and therefore the films, were different (anthropomorphism versus no-
anthropomorphism). As Elliot (2001) argued, simply filming an animal 
anthropomorphises it, suggesting that it may be impossible to eradicate 
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anthropomorphism completely and that Film B is not free of anthropomorphism. So, 
although the scripts were carefully written, and differences were found between filming 
groups, it is arguable that these differences were due to different levels of 
anthropomorphism, not the presence or absence of it.  
 
In terms of narration, the narrator used in the present study was female, which may not 
be what people are accustomed to. Although female narrators are becoming more 
commonplace (particularly through the use of celebrity endorsement such as Daisy 
Ridley in The Eagle Huntress (Bell, 2016)), films tend to be narrated by males (Doane, 
1980) such as David Attenborough, Morgan Freeman and Kenneth Branagh. Since male 
voices have long been used to narrate films, particularly documentary films, people may 
be more familiar with male voices and find female voices unusual. Male voices may also 
be perceived as more authoritative and therefore more credible (Lanser, 1995). 
Furthermore, some audiences may prefer certain accents or voices. For example, some 
people may dislike New Zealand accents, as they are more accustomed to hearing and 
American or British accent, which is heard more often on TV. Filmmakers should always 
carefully consider who they wish to narrate their films. Future studies may wish to look 
into female vs. male narrated films to see if using a female instead of a male voice 
impacts people perceptions of film accuracy. 
 
The survey used was designed to be short, simple and quick to complete. However, the 
study design did not take source credibility or long-term memory recall into account. 
Accuracy perception can be dependent on perceived reliability of the information 
source (Critchley, 2008). As the survey was promoted in affiliation with the University 
of Otago, respondents may have based their perceptions of film accuracy on perceptions 
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of source credibility rather than information credibility.  
 
Hovland and Weiss (1951), also found that information initially perceived as false might 
be accepted as truth if enough time passes. This suggests that people's attitudes and 
memory recall may change over time. Respondents who did not strongly agree with the 
anthropomorphic statements (Q9(c) - (e)) may develop stronger agreement attitudes 
after some time passes following the initial survey. If their attitudes did change, this 
could suggest that although anthropomorphism initially weakened people's agreement 
with anthropomorphic statements, time may make them more accepting of 
anthropomorphic information. Follow up surveys or focus groups could allow 
researchers to gather data on the long-term effects of anthropomorphism on memory 
recall and attitudes towards anthropomorphised information. 
 
Lastly, mainly university staff and students were recruited for this study which may not 
be representative of the general population. If time had not been a limiting factor, the 
present survey could have been advertised on multiple platforms and through multiple 
organisations to increase sample size and get a wider demographic response. 
 
3.3.4 Implications for A Million Dollar Nose 
For the film A Million Dollar Nose (Hight, 2016), it was decided that the film would be 
told from a human perspective (see Appendix 4). This was easier logistically and 
reduced the use of anthropomorphism in the film. Georgie was referred to by name, in 
the third person by the narrator and by the three human characters interviewed in the 
film. By using third person dialogue to refer to Georgie, she was represented as an 
individual but was not anthropomorphised to the extent where the filmmaker assumed 
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what she was thinking or feeling. Intimacy with Georgie was still achieved through 
close- ups and long shots revealing her role as a working detector dog. Her character 
was also developed through personal testimonials of the human characters and from 
footage that showed her sitting in her cage at the start of the film and then running 
around and working at the end of the film. The carefully crafted story, narration and 
interview footage all worked in harmony to create an engaging film that communicated 
science and a dogs story without the use of anthropomorphism.  
 
3.3.5 Conclusion  
The present study found that anthropomorphised content increased memory recall in 
the respective viewing audience. This supports the research of Pouliot and Cowen 
(2007) who found that people absorbed more information from fictional content. The 
present study also found that both films were perceived as being accurate but the 
anthropomorphised film was less strongly identified as a documentary and was 
interpreted as being more novel than the non-anthropomorphised film. However, 
anthropomorphism did not appear to change people's attitudes towards 
anthropomorphised and non-anthropomorphised statements, suggesting that 
participants in the present study maintained the ability to distinguish fact from fiction 
even if they absorbed more information from the anthropomorphised film. Whether or 
not this is representative and replicable for all anthropomorphic films requires further 






CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION - ANTHROPOMORPHISM AND DOCUMENTARIES 
 
 
This thesis set out to answer whether or not anthropomorphism affects people’s ability 
to distinguish fact from fiction in natural history documentaries. This question is 
important for making entertaining films, which communicate science in an accurate and 
engaging way. The first chapter discussed why factual integrity is important in 
documentaries and explored whether or not fiction was an appropriate tool for 
communicating science in documentaries. Chapter 2 looked at the advantages and 
disadvantages of using anthropomorphism – a fictional communication tool that is used 
to communicate animal science in a more engaging and entertaining way. Chapter 3 
outlined the methodology used in an empirical study that tested whether or not 
anthropomorphised narration affected people’s memory recall and attitudes towards 
film content. This chapter summarises the main findings of this thesis, highlights its 
implications for the film A Million Dollar Nose and provides a conclusion for this thesis. 
 
4.1 Anthropomorphism in the creative component  
The initial review of the literature suggested that anthropomorphism was an 
inappropriate communication tool to use in natural history documentary films because 
it can undermine scientific content and produce inaccurate perceptions and 
expectations of the natural world (Adcroft, 2010; Root-Bernstein et al., 2013; Schneider, 
2012). Although March of the Penguins (Jacquet, 2005) is one of the most successful 
documentaries in the world, the criticism it received was an example of how using 
anthropomorphism can cause false interpretations of animal behaviour and cast doubt 
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on a films scientific credibility. Furthermore, there were concerns surrounding viewer’s 
expectations of authenticity and trust because people trust documentaries to be more 
factual than fictional films (Allum et al., 2008; Nichols, 2001). Therefore, in the interest 
of producing an accurate and effective piece of science communication, 
anthropomorphism in the creative component, (the film A Million Dollar Nose (Hight, 
2016)), was reduced as much as possible (see Appendix 4).  
 
The initial film plan was to tell a story from Georgie’s perspective. However, the risk of 
using anthropomorphism was put aside by telling the film’s story from the perspective 
of three human characters instead of Georgie’s. Although Georgie was still referred to by 
name (rather than “the dog” or “Richelle’s dog”), close-ups of her were used sparingly to 
avoid confusion over whether the story was from the human or dog’s point of view. 
Additionally, the film featured an off-screen narrator who spoke as an objective third 
party without the use of anthropomorphic language. The combination of three human 
characters, limited close-ups of Georgie, and an objective, third person narrator all 
helped create a non-anthropomorphic film that communicated science in an engaging 
and effective way. However, without having made a second version, it is impossible to 
know whether this film would have had been perceived as more credible or engaging 
than an anthropomorphic version. 
 
4.2 Thesis findings regarding anthropomorphism 
The use of fictional communication tools, like anthropomorphism, has long been 
criticised for blurring the lines of fact in fiction in documentaries. It has been suggested 
that anthropomorphism sacrifices fact for fiction and creates barriers to peoples 
understanding of the natural world all of which could undermine the credibility of a 
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documentary.  However, as discussed in this thesis, anthropomorphism can be an 
effective communication tool by facilitating more familiar language, adding story 
structure, and creating more engaging characters (Allum et al., 2008; Ward, 2005).  The 
use of anthropomorphism can also increase people’s connection with the natural world, 
leading to the development of empathy towards animals. In some cases, 
anthropomorphism can even create social change that benefits both humans and 
animals alike by increasing human engagement with conservational, political and 
environmental issues (Airenti, 2015; Anderson & Henderson; Davies, 2010; Root-
Bernstein et al., 2013).  
 
Despite an overwhelming number of criticisms against the use of anthropomorphism, 
there is limited empirical evidence about the effects of anthropomorphism. To fill this 
gap in the literature, a film study was designed to test whether or not 
anthropomorphised narration in films impacted audience’s memory recall and attitudes 
towards film content. The study found that all respondents highly valued accuracy for 
both fictional and factual films and perceived both experimental films as having the 
same level of accuracy. However, the non-anthropomorphic film was not as strongly 
identified as a documentary. Despite this, the results also found that anthropomorphism 
was found to enhance memory recall without creating anthropomorphic attitudes 
towards the films content.  This suggests that participants were able to distinguish fact 
from fiction and that anthropomorphism can be used as an effective teaching tool to 
increase memory recall of film content without creating anthropomorphic attitudes or 




4.3 Improvements for future research 
Future studies may wish to show viewing audiences longer films.  The present study 
was constrained by the lengths of the experimental films, which were short in duration 
at only 1.56 minutes. A longer film may be more immersive and given the audience 
more time to become more emotionally and intellectually involved. This may lead to 
different results with potentially stronger differences between viewers of 
anthropomorphism and no anthropomorphism. Furthermore, participants answered 
survey questions directly after watching the film. Findings by Hovland and Weiss 
(1951) suggest that information retention and attitudes towards film information might 
change over time. Further studies on the impacts of anthropomorphism may wish to 
consider doing a similar experiment to the present study but include a survey after a 
period of time (i.e. 2 weeks) and see if memory recall and attitudes change from the 
initial surveys.  
 
The experimental films were about bees, which are not as familiar to most people 
compared to other animals such as dogs. Familiarity with a films subject may have 
altered people’s interpretation of the film, which may have also altered their memory 
recall and attitudes. Researchers may want to consider testing a wider variety of animal 
characters or film topics to see if this changes people’s response to anthropomorphic 
material.  
 
Lastly, the representativeness of the present study was also limited by the relatively 
small sample size with the majority being university educated and female. Future 
studies may wish to recruit for a longer period of time across a wider range of people. 
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4.4 Conclusion and implications for filmmakers and science communicators 
Films are influential modes of communication so creating documentaries that are 
accurate, engaging and entertaining is important for natural history filmmakers and 
science communicators. Although anthropomorphism is used in natural history 
documentaries to create more relatable characters and communicate science in a more 
engaging way, academics have argued whether or not anthropomorphism is an 
appropriate tool for science communication. The present study found that the use of 
anthropomorphism could increase memory recall without creating anthropomorphic 
attitudes towards film characters or content. Furthermore, anthropomorphism did not 
appear to blur people’s perceptions of what was fact or fiction. Therefore, to enhance 
content absorption, science communicators and filmmakers, should consider using 
anthropomorphism in natural history documentaries to engage audiences, increase 
content absorption and communicate science. It would be interesting to create another 
version of A Million Dollar Nose (Hight, 2016) that adopted an anthropomorphic style to 
see whether it really would enhance audience engagement, satisfaction and learning 
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Anthropomorphism (Film A) No Anthropomorphism (Film B) 
My name is Feebee and I’m one of the  
most industrious 
animals in the world 
 
I was born to serve my demanding queen  
and help run the household 
 
As a youngster, it takes me 21 days to  
bloom into adulthood 
 
With only 5-7 weeks to live, I have to  
cram heaps of jobs into my short life  
to support the busy hive 
 
I start from the bottom as a cleaner 
But at one week old,  
I get promoted to the nursery  
to help feed the babies 
 
By 2 weeks,  
my wax glands are ready to work, 
so I’m employed as a builder,  
repairing the hive 
and making lids for full honey cells 
 
Finally, my wings become strong enough  
for my last and best gig as a forager 
 
I travel the world  
visiting thousands of flowers 
finding pollen, nectar and water. 
 
Which I bring back to the hive,  
to store in our pantry 
 




Bees are considered one of the 
hardest working 
animals on the planet 
 
Bees are born to take care of the queen  
and keep the hive running 
 
They spend 21 days developing before 
emerging as an adult 
 
They live for 5-7 weeks and  
do multiple tasks 
To support the busy hive 
 
Their first job is as a cleaner for the hive 
Once they are a week old,  
they’re tasked with  
feeding young larvae 
 
After 2 weeks,  
their wax glands are fully developed, 
allowing them to  
repair any damage in the hive 
and seal full honey cells 
 
When their wings are strong enough,  
their final job is as a forager. 
 
They will spend the rest of their life 
visiting thousands of flowers 
collecting pollen, nectar and water. 
 
Everything is delivered back to the hive, and 
stored as food 
 
The bees will work... until they die 
158 words 143 words 
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Appendix 2: Survey Prompt and Script 
 
The effect of narration on people’s perception of film content 
 
Welcome to the survey:  What people like about natural history documentaries 
This is a survey carried out by researchers from the Centre for Science Communication 
at the University of Otago. This survey hopes to gain better understanding of what 
people like about natural history documentaries.   
You will be asked to watch a short 2-minute film followed by a quick survey, which 
takes 5-10 minutes to complete.    
If you wish to enter the draw to WIN 1 of 3 $30 i-tunes or Amazon gift cards, you will be 
asked for an email address at the end of the survey. If you win, you will be contacted to 
confirm your voucher preferences. Taking part in the survey is voluntary and no data 
will be used for commercial reasons. If you provide your email address to go into the 
draw to win a prize, you will not be contacted unless you are randomly drawn as a 
prize-winner. All email addresses will be deleted once prize-winners are successfully 
contacted.      
The Department stated above has approved this study. However, if you have any 
concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the University of 
Otago Human Ethics Committee through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator 
(ph. 03 479-8256). Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated 
and you will be informed of the outcome     
 Thank you for your help!       
 
Agreement By clicking "Start" I agree that I am 18 and over. By clicking "Start" I also 
agree to participate in the survey for "What people like about natural history 
documentaries"  
 
[Film clip A] or [Film clip B] 





Q1 I feel that 
 strongly 
agree  
agree  neither 
agree or 
disagree  
disagree  strongly 
disagree  
I enjoyed 
watching this film  
          
 
 
Q2 I found that 
 very 
familiar 
to me  
somewhat 
familiar 









to me  
the information in 
this film was  
          
 
Q3 Worker bees live for 
 1-2 weeks  
 3-4 weeks  
 5-7 weeks  
 8-9 weeks  
 
Q4 A worker bee’s job is most determined by 
 their age  
 their wing strength  
 their wing span  
 their body size  
 
Q5 Worker bees emerge after ___ days of development 
 7  
 14  
 21  
 23  
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Q6 A worker bee spends their final days 
 feeding young larvae  
 cleaning the hive  
 repairing hive damage  
 collecting food  
 
Q7 Worker bees can seal full honey cells when 
 their wax glands are fully developed  
 they are 21 days old  
 they first emerge  
 their wings are strong  
 
Q8 I believe that: 
 strongly 
agree  
agree  neither 
agree or 
disagree  
















            
this film is a 
documentary  




Q9 I believe that: 
 strongly 
agree  
agree  neither 
agree or 
disagree  




bees are hard 
workers  
 
            
bees work 
multiple jobs 
to support the 
hive  
 
            
bees are 
employed by 
queen bees  
 
            
bees are keen 
travellers  
 
            
bees work too 
hard  
            
 
 
Q10 I believe that: 
 strongly 
agree  
agree  neither 
agree or 
disagree  
disagree  strongly 
disagree  
information in 
this film was 
accurate  
          
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Q11 My highest level of education is 
 High School Diploma  
 University Entrance  
 Bachelor’s Degree  
 Honours Degree  
 Master’s Degree  
 PhD  
Other (please specify) ___________________ 
 
Q12 I am 
 Male  
 Female  
 Prefer not to say  
 
Q13 I am 
 18-19  
 20-29  
 30-39  
 40-49  
 50-59  
 60-69  
 70+  
 
Win 1 of 3 Vouchers To go in the draw to WIN 1 of 3 $30 i-tunes or Amazon gift cards, 
please enter your email address below* 
*Email addresses will be kept confidential and will not be used for 









Appendix 3: Advertisement Letter and Poster 
What do YOU like about natural history documentaries? 
 
Tell us and you could win 1 in 3 $30 US iTunes or Amazon gift cards. 
As part of a master’s research study at The University of Otago, we are now seeking 
volunteers to watch a short 2-minute film and complete a simple, short online survey. 
This study aims to give us a better understanding of what people like about natural 
history documentaries. 
The study takes 5-10 minutes to complete, is anonymous, confidential and can be 
completed online. For more information and to take part in this research, please visit 
https://otago.au1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_eVzDzTper4jYE1n 
This survey is purely for research purposes; you will NOT be contacted for commercial 
or marketing purposes. This study has been approved by the University of Otago’s 
Human Research Ethics Committee.  
 




Centre for Science Communication 












Appendix 4: Film Resources 
A Million Dollar Nose  
Film A 
Film B 
Please refer to the DVD slip at the back of this thesis 
 
 
 
 
 
